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ABSTRACT
STOCHASTIC OLG MODELS AND TRANSITION PATH, WITH NUMERICAL
COMPUTATION USING GPU COMPUTING AND MACHINE LEARNING
Yebiao Jin
Kent A. Smetters
This paper provides with a general framework for solving stochastic overlappinggenerations model with heterogeneous finitely-lived households with elastic labor supply, exposed to both idiosyncratic income risk and aggregate production
risk, using GPU computing in parallel. Markets are incomplete both within and
between generations, and the fiscal policy space includes debt, progressive taxes
and a lifetime-based redistribution program (social security). Machine learning
methods including neural networks, and kernel regression are applied in order to
improve the accuracy of the perceived law of motions. The presence of idiosyncratic shocks enables the Krusell-Smith algorithm to perform well in stochastic
steady state by smoothing out zero-wealth corner constraints across the measure
of households. The model produces a wide range of realistic pricing moments
(equity premium, risk-free rate, and key covariances) with standard CRRA preferences set at a modest level of risk aversion (γ = 3). Auto-correlation in productivity shocks produces realistic business cycles that typically causes the demand
for safe assets to increase after a negative shock by more than the supply of new
debt consistent with realistic counter-cyclical government spending. As a result,
the risk-free rate falls despite an increase in the debt-output ratio. However, a systemic increase in debt produced by a change in fiscal policy itself produces sharp
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increases in the risk-free rate and marginal product of capital, while reducing the
equity premium, wages and GDP. Transition paths are calculated by including a
large matrix of Krusell-Smith coefficients indexed by time into the fixed-point algorithm, which also allows for the construction of confidence intervals across time.
Changes in welfare, calculated as equivalent variations, can be reported across the
measure of households and across generations, including households of different
ages at the time of reform as well as future generations (the unborn). Additional
model enhancements, including a distinct unemployment risk, are considered to
investigate the role of “risk vulnerability” (Gollier and Pratt (1996)) caused by the
interaction of idiosyncratic and aggregate risk.
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1. Introduction
For half a century in the U.S. history from 1970 to 2019, the federal debt (held by
the public and thus exclusive of the intragovernmental debt) market has exhibited a counter-cyclical pattern that the change in public debt to real GDP ratio is
negatively correlated with the GDP growth rate with a correlation of −0.41. And
surprisingly, the change in public debt, supplied by the U.S. government, shows a
negative correlation of −0.07 with the real interest rate empirically in the long run
from 1970 to 2019, which can not be simply explained by the supply side of the
public debt. Due to the law of supply and demand, the debt price will go down
as the debt supply increases, which would cause a positive correlation between
debt change and real interest rate if the debt demand remained unchanged. Our
stochastic overlapping generations (OLG) model is capable of replicating such pattern, that the correlation between the change in debt to GDP ratio and risk-free rate
is −0.06 for baseline model, by studying the micro debt market structure with exogenous counter-cyclical debt supply and heterogeneous households exposed to
idiosyncratic risks to working ability.
Since the Great Recession in 2008, the federal debt held by the public has soared to
79% in 2019 according to the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), which is about
40% higher than the prior-subprime crisis periods from 1990 to 2007. The increased
debt supply has resulted in constantly increasing real interest rate1 from −2.5%
in 2008 to 0.0% in 2019. The transitional impact by the increase in federal debt
due to the government policy change is hard to be learned by standard dynamic
1 The real interest rate here is proxied by the annualized 3-month Treasury returns deflated with

the Consumer Price Index (CPI), sourced from Wharton Research Data Service (WRDS).
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stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) as it only solves the stochastic steady state
equilibrium given policy conditions but not for the policy change. While this paper proposes a method for solving stochastic transition path in equilibrium under
the scheme of Krusell-Smith (1998) algorithm, and therefore it studies the experimental transition path for increasing the average debt to GDP ratio from 50% to
70% gradually in 20 years, which produces an increase of risk-free rate by 1.2% in
average that aligns with the empirical observations. Meanwhile, both the interand intra-generational impacts caused by the fiscal policy change are analyzed via
the measure of equivalent variations. And we find that households are being better off with the debt increase if the tax structure remains unchanged and thus the
government reduces its spending.
The baseline OLG model consists of households from age 1 to 80, of real age 21 to
100, exposed to idiosyncratic risks to working ability and following constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) utility function (γ = 3) of consumption and leisure. Our
model is a New-Keynesian DSGE model with a representative competitive firm
renting capital and labor from households. And the economy is exposed to aggregate shocks to the total factor productivity (TFP) and capital depreciation. And the
government plays a role in maintaining taxation system and social security system
calibrated to the U.S. economy. Meanwhile, the government issues bond that will
be cleared period by period. And households can purchase the bond from the government, but they are prohibited from shorting the bond nor equity. The baseline
model is capable of replicating the first two moments (mean and standard deviation) of empirical asset prices for both bond and equity, where the risk-free rate is
proxied by U.S. real 3-month treasury returns of 1.21% in average and the equity
return is estimated by the unlevered CRSP value-weighted index (including divi-
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dends) with mean of 5.17%. Aside from the asset prices, our baseline model can
also match the equity market participation ratio closely at 51.7% and reproduce a
very close income GINI coefficients, 0.581 vs 0.572 respectively. And our model
produces the standard deviation of consumption growth of 4.15%, which slightly
overstates the empirical data at 3.28%.
One characteristic that makes OLG model standing out among those representative DSGE models is that it allows for the analysis of life cycle behavior of households as well as the wealth distribution. We study the hump-shaped life profile of
wealth and investment in order to smooth their lifetime consumption, as households experience the accumulation of wealth during working ages and the decline
after retirement. The model also shows the hump-shaped equity market participation ratio as the wealth is concentrated in the middle-age households and efficient
working hours. And the model presents the wealth distribution among households and shows the concentration of wealth among high-bucket households that
the top quintile of households in the model own the 63.2% of the national wealth,
though the model is not able to capture the heavy concentration of wealth at top 1%
households with the lack of entrepreneurship as the Survey of Consumer Finance
(SCF) data shows that top 1% of households own the 33.5% of the total wealth.
OLG model is a very powerful macroeconomic model but also computationally
challenging to solve. One primary contribution of this paper is to solve the stochastic OLG model with parallel graphic processor unit (GPU) computing that outperforms CPU high performance computing by at least 20 times with similarly
accessible hardware. The model is solved under the scheme of Krusell-Smith algorithm by assuming the boundary rationality of the households in order to break
the ‘’curse of dimensionality”. With the modular Python code base, it is imple-
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mentable to solve the OLG model with different numerical methods such as gridsearch methods and gradient-based methods like Broyden’s method. For example,
it takes about 30 seconds to solve 400, 000 types of households problem in discrete
state space of 80 age cohorts by Broyden’s method, which is equivalently about
3 million households’ optimization problem in total, with 4 NVIDIA TESLA V100
GPUs via the Amazon Web Services (AWS) P3 instance. And the value function approximation with interpolation methods can be replaced with projection methods
such as classic Chebyshev polynomials method or emerging machine learning methods like neural networks. Other than the application in value function approximation for the households’ optimization problem, the machine learning models like
neural networks and kernel regression can be applied to approximate the perceived
Krusell-Smith (K-S) law of motions from the simulation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 documents the related literature in terms of the OLG models, policy experiments, and computational methods. Chapter 3 and 4 present the baseline model in details and then introduce the
topics about computational methods including how to solve stochastic transition
path. Chapter 5 shows how to calibrate the baseline model with U.S. economy.
In Chapter 6, we present the baseline model results with respect to the unconditional/conditional moments of asset prices and macro variables, the life-cycle
behavior of households, the wealth distribution, and the micro bond market structure. While in Chapter 7, we extend the baseline model by adding the exogenous
counter-cyclical unemployment. Chapter 8 shows the fiscal policy experiment in
stochastic transition path by increasing government debt supply. And then Chapter 9 discusses the paper and concludes.
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2. Literature Review
2.1

Overlapping Generations Model

Overlapping generations model is a powerful macro economic model for analyzing fiscal policy as well as picturing the whole economy from individual level,
due to its persuasive description of the economy– The economy is composed of
infinite heterogeneous finitely-lived individuals, if rational, who can make their
own decision upon activities like consumption, working, investment, etc., by both
individual and aggregate level variables for maximizing expected life-time utility period by period. Meanwhile, these heterogeneous individuals aggregates to
form the whole economy which may be subject to aggregate shocks. The economy
and the individuals, like the universe and atoms, allows us to investigate not only
on the overview of the whole economy but also on the more micro aspect of the
economy, like the distribution of the wealth, wealth inequality in a very simple
and intuitive way than most other models. As for overlapping generations model,
there is another key feature than widely-used infinite horizon model, which is age.
Hence, within the model, each individual is born with some endowment and dies
vanishing from the economy. Besides the dynamic of the economy, we can also
observe more such rise and fall of individuals, which allows us to analyze the
economy in both intra-generational and inner-generational aspects. In short, OLG
model is such a dominant model such that it bridges a channel between micro- and
macro- economics by allowing for unlimited heterogeneity among individuals that
so many topics concerned about individual difference can build upon this model.

5

Samuelson (1958) firstly proposed OLG model, based on the uncontroversial observation that ‘’men enter the labor market at about age of twenty, they work for
forty-five years or so and then live for fifteen years in retirement” and that ‘’new
generations are always coming along”. This illustrates that the economy is not really acting as a whole but representing the interactions between individuals. An
important characteristic of OLG model, which is also stressed by Weil (2008), is
that it violates the first fundamental welfare theorem so that competitive markets
can not ensure an efficient allocation of resources in Pareto-optimal sense. So that
we have to reconsider the role of government interferences like social security in
economic life, which may be disliked by most people, as a positive measure for
enhancing social welfare. Samuelson (1958) examined the interest rates in a singlecommodity world with only ‘’chocalates”, which melts at the end of each period
if not consumed, and thus interest rates are determined by consumption loans between individuals of different ages. While Diamond (1965) proposed a model with
durable goods that can be lent to firms for production as investment so that it converts internal loans among individuals to external loans between individuals and
government or firms, this Diamond OLG model develops to be a standard model
for most economists in studying overlapping generations problem.

2.2

Policy Analysis with OLG

The OLG model has kept being influential with the decades and develops to be important tools for analyzing many macroeconomic topics, including fiscal policies,
wealth inequalities, social system reform, business cycle issues, portfolio choices,
etc. Nishiyama and Smetters (2014) has provided with a handbook for analyzing
fiscal policies with stylized heterogeneous-agent OLG model with a progressive
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income tax and a realistic social security system following the influential works of
Shoven and Whalley (1973) and Auerbach and Kotlikoff (1987) on analyzing fiscal policies computationally. The model is stylized with idiosyncratic income risk
to individuals but deterministic aggregate variables. While our model evolves to
incorporate shocks to aggregate variables, e.g. total factor productivity (TFP) and
capital depreciation, allowing for factor prices like equity returns and wages to be
uncertain. Hence, our model is able to analyze fiscal policies at stochastic steady
state.
The OLG model has been trying to study the asset prices and to explain equity
premium puzzle of Mehra and Prescott (1985) that an unreasonable high risk aversion of agents with CRRA utility shall be used to match the real world equity premium in representative agent model. A large strand of the literature has worked
on analyzing the asset prices and portfolio choices with stochastic OLG models.
The Constantinides and Duffie (1996) model has shown that idiosyncratic labor
income heterogeneity is an important factor for asset pricing to explain the puzzle by assuming the negative correlation between aggregate shocks and volatility
of idiosyncratic shocks. Storesletten et al. (2004, 2007) have further accounted for
the equity premium and its Sharpe ratio using OLG models with idiosyncratic
shocks, which proves the importance of life-cycle effects on asset pricing due to
the risk-sharing among different age cohorts. Constantinides et al. (2002) also has
presented a perspective that the risk premium could be higher assuming that junior households are limited by borrowing constraints. Unlike most representativeagent models, the heterogeneous OLG model allows for different pricing kernels
among different kinds of households of different age cohorts, which seem to be
the key reason for presenting a elastic demand curve of the bond. And this pricing
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mechanism in equilibrium helps in explaining the equity premium puzzle. Gomes
and Michaelides (2008) has presented an OLG model with heterogeneous agents
under incomplete market that generates a high equity premium, simultaneously
trying to match the individual asset allocation among bond and stock by assuming the existence of two kinds of households in nature. While our paper continues
exploring the asset pricing in stochastic overlapping generations model with idiosyncratic risks, business cycle, and incomplete markets.
Wealth distribution and social welfare is another topic that our model is able to
address, with the wealth inequality being a persistent social problem. Krueger
et al. (2010) has documented the level and the evolution over time and the life
cycle of several dimensions of economic inequality for nine countries, including
wages, labor earnings, income, consumption, and wealth. Our model also works
on matching the wealth distribution of households from Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF) data, and then incorporate with policy reforms or environmental
changes to explore the impact on wealth reallocation. The generational welfare and
risk reallocation have also been studied by several literature. Glover et al. (2020)
has explored the welfare consequences of a severe and long-lasting recession and
how the welfare costs of such a recession vary across different age groups. And
other related literature also includes Gravelle and Smetters (2006), Krueger and
Kubler (2004, 2006), Krueger and Ludwig (2007), Ball and Mankiw (2007), and
Campbell and Nosbusch (2007).

2.3

Solving DSGE Models

Having been influential for decades, the OLG model keeps vital but also challenging. On one hand, economists are tending to work with more complicated models
8

to gain more economic insights, while on the other hand, the limit on computation
source restricts economists’ utilization of OLG models. Solving dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) of such models can be computationally challenging
especially when researchers want to enrich the model by introducing more heterogeneity or shocks, due to the so-called ‘’curse of dimensionality”. And to break
the curse of dimensionality, several techniques have been employed: Krusell and
Smith (1998) approximate the law of motion of wealth distribution using a simple
regression for summary statistics of endogenous variables. And our paper will
take this intuitive approximation idea as a fundamental way to break the curse
of dimensionality. Besides, there are other typical methods including projection
method proposed by Judd (1992) and Gaspar and Judd (1997) with tensor product, Chebyshev polynomial and complete polynomial as well as perturbation procedures proposed by Judd and Guu (1997). And Aruoba et al. (2006) has documented a comparison between DSGE computation methods, including perturbation methods (see also Fernández-Villaverde and Rubio-Ramı́rez (2006)), finite elements method, and Chebysehv polynomials, etc. And so has Caldara et al. (2012)
computed DSGE models with recursive preference and stochastic volatility with
the same methods. But all these methods are bound to be infeasible as the dimension of the state space including the state of heterogeneous households increases
over 5 or 6 as the number of unknowns increase polynomially. And similar problem also exists for Smolyak’s algorithm, which is also a type of projection method
proposed by Smolyak (1963) based on tensor product. And Fernández-Villaverde
and Levintal (2018) has documented the performance of perturbation method, Taylor projection, and Smolyak method for solving a standard New Keynesian model
with rare large disasters. Following Smolyak’s algorithm, Barthelmann et al. (2000)
proposed to use sparse grid to reduce grid points greatly. And Brumm and Schei9

degger (2017) present a more flexible and scalable method further adding sparsity with adaptive sparse grid in high-performance computing architectures. Relatively few agents can be in the model, in other words, it’s really intractable to
solve a model of much heterogeneity in terms of age, wealth, idiosyncratic risks,
etc. Some literature has counted on the simulation to solve the OLG model numerically around the ergodic set. Like Maliar and Maliar (2015) merge simulation and
projection approaches, with which Hasanhodzic and Kotlikoff (2013) manage to
solve an 80-period OLG model with aggregate risk. However, there has not been
a many-period OLG model with both aggregate risks and idiosyncratic risks. In
many stochastic OLG literature, such as Krueger and Kubler (2004) and Glover
et al. (2020), multiple years are grouped into a age cohort to reduce the number of
agents in order to make the model solvable. While our model can accommodate
abundant heterogeneity of 80-period agents as well as both aggregate risks and
idiosyncratic risks, with Krusell-Smith algorithm by assuming the ‘’bounded rationality”. In this paper, we presents computational methods using Krusell-Smith
algorithm as our focus is on OLG model with abundant heterogeneity as well as
potential model extension integrated with other contents. Meanwhile, to solve the
stochastic equilibrium transition path, the idea on how to solve deterministic equilibrium transition path proposed in Nishiyama and Smetters (2014) has been taken
under the scheme of Krusell-Smith algorithm.

2.4

Computational Methods

With Krusell-Smith algorithm, the households’ problems have become independent across the population, which can be computed in parallel.

Fernández-

Villaverde and Valencia (2018) has provided a practical introduction to the parallel
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computing in economic fields on both CPUs through OpenMP or MPI and GPUs
through CUDA or OpenACC. While our paper takes advantage of the powerful
parallel computing on GPUs with CUDA and provides researchers with modular
Python code base for solving stochastic OLG models with heterogeneous households. Although Aruoba and Fernández-Villaverde (2015) has suggested that
Python code could be slow, the majority of the computation in our code base is
finished through calling CUDA with Numba package and therefore has achieved
both easy interpretation among economic community and computation efficiency.
And our paper will contribute to advocating the application of GPU computing in
economic community, as Aldrich et al. (2011) has contributed to showing how to
build algorithm with GPUs for solving DSGE models.
Other than the computation tool, some mathematical tools has been taken from
Judd and Judd (1998) on solving economic models numerically. And Tauchen and
Hussey (1991) has been taken in order to discretize the autocorrelation process into
discrete Markov process. Meanwhile, some mathematical tools outside of the economic field have been taken in order to solve in order to implement some features
in our model. For example, it is important to preserve the shape of value function
with respect to multiple-dimensional and therefore some approach has to be taken
to ‘’smooth” the approximated value function, which could be converted to be a
linear programming for data smoothing as proposed by Siem et al. (2006). And the
implementation of such linear programming problems in GPU are also considered,
like Gurung and Ray (2019), Lalami et al. (2011a,b), etc.
Function approximation is also an important topic in solving DSGE models as
part of the object for projection method. Besides the classic projection methods
as discussed in 2.3, machine learning models have shown the promise and been
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a cutting-edge application in the economic papers. For example, deep neural networks can perform well in approximating high-dimensional functions and break
the curse of dimensionality as suggested by Bach (2017). Fernández-Villaverde
et al. (2019) has applied deep neural networks to approximate the perceived law
of motions. Maliar et al. (2019) has solved a Krusell and Smith (1998) type OLG
model with 1,000 heterogeneous agents by training a deep neural network based
on stochastic simulation. And so has Azinovic et al. (2019) solved a heterogeneous
model with deep neural network. And Villa and Valaitis (2019) also proposed to
use machine learning model, neural networks in particular, as a projection method
to solve macro-finance model.

12

3. Baseline Model
The baseline OLG model we are trying to solve here consists of three components:
heterogeneous overlapping-generation households, a representative firm under
perfect competition and a government for wealth redistribution via tax system and
social security system as well as for policy making. The economy is exposed to two
common aggregate risks, the shocks to both total factor productivity (TFP) and
capital depreciation, which influence the production of the firm and in turn put
the household incomes, including both investment incomes and working incomes,
under risk. The exposure to these uninsurable income risks makes households behave differently than those in a stationary economy without risks. Another source
of income risk to households is called idiosyncratic risk, which shocks the working
ability of each household and hence the working income per unit time. The time
is discrete and one model period is a year, consistent with one-year age cohort that
we’re studying in this paper, which allows for a quite long history data for justification of the model, in contrast to many other OLG papers taking more than one
year, like five or ten years, as model unit and age cohort.
We’re taking this model, with such abundant stochastic risks and a quite complete
economic setting, a baseline model, and we can still implement plentiful extensions to the model, thanks to the computation capacity we have with exploit in
GPU computing and machine learning techniques that we’re going to explore in
the following sections.
To feature the baseline model, we will illustrate the roles that households, firm and
government are playing interactively, then put the three components altogether
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to consider the household problem existing in most DSGE models – to maximize
households’ lifetime utility.

3.1

The Households

Households are heterogeneous with respect to their age, i ∈ I = {1, · · · , I }, their
beginning-of-period wealth holding x ∈ X that will be consumed and reinvested,
the average historical earning over past working time up to current b ∈ B for determining social security benefit after retirement, the their working ability e ∈ E that
determines working efficiency per unit time. Herein we can describe a household
with s = ( x, b, e, i ) ∈ X × B × E × I = S , and correspondingly the demographic
distribution of the population in the model as a measurable function µ : Σ → [0, 1],
where Σ is a σ-filed on set S . And the population stays of measure 1 for every time
R
t, i.e. S dµ(st ) = 1.
At each time t, households are making decisions on their consumption c ∈ C , labor
l ∈ L and the share of total wealth invested in risk-free bond d ∈ D in response
to current period economy as well as their own states, in order to maximize their
expected lifetime utility, which we will elaborate later.

3.1.1

Utility Function

Households have constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) utility function of consumption ct and leisure, 1 − lt , assuming that each household are endowed with a
unit of time per period:
cαt (1 − lt )1−α
u ( ct , lt ) =
1−γ
14

1− γ
(3.1)

where α denotes the consumption share parameter, and γ denotes the coefficient
of relative risk aversion.

3.1.2

Labor Endowment

Households are endowed with one unit of time for each period. Before retirement,
they can choose to work for a portion of time, lt , in exchange for wage from the
firm, while the rest, 1 − lt , will be counted as leisure for boosting utility. For households at working age, i.e. i < IR , working ability et is subject to idiosyncratic risks:

log(et+1 /ēi+1 ) = ρe log(et /ēi ) + ee,t+1

(3.2)

in which the log(et+1 /ēi+1 ) consists of both persistent and transitory risks, with
ρe < 1 and ee,t+1 ∼ i.i.d.N (0, σe2 ) being independent of age i, where the age-specific
ēi is applied to mock the hump-shaped average working ability for households by
age cohort. Hence, for households with working ability et at age i, the net working
ability ẽi,t =

3.1.3

et
ēi

follows a log AR(1) process.

Mortality Rate

Households are also subject to mortal “risk”, which is not considered as a real risk
in economic meaning though. At age i, households can survive to next period with
exogenous probability ξ i . Households expect to cease with future lifetime utility
of 0, so the efficient discount factor for the next-period lifetime utility will be ξ i β,
where β denotes the discount factor of future utility. And at age I, households are
supposed to be ceased with probability 1.
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3.2

Representative Firm

A representative firm for production is characterized by a standard Cobb-Douglas
production function with a constant return to scale and elasticity of capital as αK :
Y = f ( Z, K, L) = ZK αK L1−αK

(3.3)

where Z is total factor productivity (TFP), K is the aggregate capital stock by all
households in the economy and L is the aggregate labor supply. In a perfect competitive market, firm is a price taker of equity return r e and wage rate w. In response, it maximizes the profit for each period:
max f ( Z, K, L) − (r e + δ)K − wL
K,L

(3.4)

With FOC, we take the optimal K ∗ , L∗ with


e

K∗
L∗

 α K −1

−δ
 ∗ αK
K
w = (1 − α K ) Z
L∗

r = αK Z

(3.5)
(3.6)

where δ is depreciation rate for capital per period.
In a closed economy, both capital market and labor market will be cleared by
households in equilibrium for each period t:
∗

K = Kt =
L∗ = Lt =

Z
S

Z
S

k (st )dµt (s) =
l (st )dµt (s)
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Z
S

xt dµt (s)

(3.7)
(3.8)

assuming that the only asset can be held by households is capital in our baseline
model.

3.2.1

Aggregate Risks

In our baseline model, production is subject to two kinds of aggregate risks per
period, TFP shocks to Zt = 1 + zt and depreciation shocks to δt , which are characterized by a general VAR(1) process:


















zt+1 − z̄ ρ1 0  zt − z̄ e1,t+1 
e1,t+1 

=

+
, 
 ∼ N (0, Ω)
δt+1 − δ̄
0 ρ2
δt − δ̄
e2,t+1
e2,t+1


2
ρσ1 σ2 
 σ1
Ω=

2
ρσ1 σ2
σ2

(3.9)

(3.10)

where ρ1 , ρ2 control the autocorrelation of TFP shocks and depreciation shocks, ρ
controls the correlation between them.

3.2.2

Large Open Economy

As opposed to closed economy where K ∗ = Kt that capital market is totally invested by domestic households in equilibrium, in a large open economy, the capital market will be invested by both domestic households and foreign investors as
K ∗ = K D,t + K F,t with some ”crowding-out” effect such that the change of capital
in equilibrium will be proportional to the change of capital from domestic households, i.e. ∆K ∗ = χK ∆K D,t .
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3.3

Government

In our baseline model, government plays key role in wealth redistribution via taxation system and social security system.

3.3.1

Taxation System

For government, there are three types of tax revenue, including income tax on taxable labor income TI,t after deduction ϕ3 , long-term capital gain tax on investment
profits TS,t , both with progressive tax rate, payroll tax on working ages TP,t with
flat tax rate with a cap, and consumption tax Tc,t with flat tax rate τ̄C,t .
The income tax τI,t (yt ) for each household follows Gouveia and Strauss (1994):
− ϕ1

τI,t (yt ) = ϕt [yt − (yt

+ ϕ2 )−1/ϕ1 ]

(3.11)

where yt denotes the taxable labor income at time t after deduction ϕ3 .
The long-term capital gain tax τS,t (zt ) applies onto the investment profits from
capital and bond, which also follows Gouveia and Strauss (1994) to mimic the
progressive tax rate:
ϑ1
τS,t (zt ) = ϑt [zt − (z−
+ ϑ2 )−1/ϑ1 ]
t

(3.12)

The payroll tax τP,t (wt et lt ) for working ages takes flat Old-Age and Survivors In-
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surance (OASI) tax rate τ̄P with a cap ϑP,max

τP,t (wt et lt ) = min(τ̄P wt et lt , ϑP,max )

3.3.2

(3.13)

Social Security System

Households pay payroll tax to government at working age and receive social security benefits from government after retirement. The existence of such social security benefits greatly insures the households’ exposure to risks and plays a role as
inter-generational risk sharing. The risk exposure of the old will be mitigated and
shared by the young via social security system.
The social security benefit system follows Nishiyama and Smetters (2013), in which
the benefits depend on the historical earnings of households at working ages. As
follows, the social security benefits trSS,t for households takes the form:
trSS,t (i, bt ) = 1i> IR ψt {0.90 min(bt , υ1 ) + 0.32 max[min(bt , υ2 ) − υ1 , 0]

(3.14)

+ 0.15 max(bt − υ2 , 0)}
where υ1 , υ2 are the thresholds so that trSS,t (i, bt ) is a concave function of bt , and bt
is the average historical working income at working ages updated as follows:
1
bt+1 = 1i≤ IR [(i − 1)bt + min(wt et lt , τP,max )] + 1i> IR bt
i

(3.15)

The concavity of trSS,t also helps mitigate the wealth inequality intra-generational
to some extent.
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3.3.3

Government Budget

The government holds their budget as

Gt + TRSS,t + (1 + r f ,t ) · Dt = TI,t + TS,t + TP,t + TC,t + Dt+1

(3.16)

where Dt denotes bond issued by government at time t − 1, which guarantees riskfree interest rate r f ,t paid at time t, and the leftover Gt denotes the government
expenditure, which does not enter households’ utility so far.
The bond issued by the government will follow a countercyclical process as
Dt + 1
=
Yt



1
1 + zt

ϑD

Dt
Yt−1

(3.17)

And in a large open economy, the bond issued by the government will be purchased by domestic households and foreign investors by a ratio χ D : (1 − χ D ).

3.4

Value Maximization Problem

The households are faced with an optimal control problem maximizing their expected lifetime utility conditional on information set Ωt subject to some filtration

Ft :
"
V i (st ; Ωt ) =

max

(cs ,ls ,ds )s≥t

u(ct , lt ) + Et

I −i

i + j −1

j =1

k =i

∑ βj ∏
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#
ξ k · u ( c t+ j , lt+ j ) Ωt

(3.18)

with (cs , ls , ds ) ∈ Fs for s ≥ t and terminal condition:
V I (st ; Ωt ) = max u(ct , lt )

(3.19)

(ct ,lt ,dt )

And by law of iteration, we can rewrite value function for households of age i, V i ,
as
h
i
V i (st ; Ωt ) = max u(ct , lt ) + ξ i βEt V i+1 (st+1 ; Ωt+1 ) Ωt
(ct ,lt ,dt )

(3.20)

which transforms the optimal control problem into optimization problem by each
age i assuming the law of motion of Ωt is time-invariant, which we will verify later.
At period t, households of type st are subject to constraints as follows:

cmax,t = xt + wt et lt − τI (wt et lt ) − τP (wt et lt ) + trSS (i, bt )

x t +1

(3.21)

invt = cmax,t − ct (1 + τ̄c )
(3.22)



= invt · 1 + dt r f ,t+1 + (1 − dt )rte+1 − τS invt · (dt r f ,t+1 + (1 − dt )rte+1 )
(3.23)
1
bt+1 = 1i≤ IR [(i − 1)bt + min(wt et lt , τP,max )] + 1i> IR bt
i
0 < ct < cmax,t ,

0 ≤ lt ≤ lmax ,

0 ≤ dt ≤ 1,

x t +1 > 0

(3.24)
(3.25)

where cmax,t denotes the maximal cash on hand available for consumption at time
t, invt denotes the amount of investment on both equity and bond.
And the three markets for capital, labor and bond should clear in equilibrium
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given Ωt as

K t +1 =

Z
S

invt · (1 − dt )dµt (s), Dt+1 =
Lt =

Z
S

Z
S

invt · dt dµt (s)

et l (st )dµt (s)

(3.26)
(3.27)

In equilibrium, the risk-free rate r f ,t+1 will be determined by equilibrium of supply
and demand of bond Bt+1 at time t, while the prices rte and wt in equilibrium should
be derived from information set Ωt by capital/labor market clearing as
rte



= α K (1 + z t )

Kt
Lt

 α K −1



− δt ,

wt = (1 − αK )(1 + zt )

Kt
Lt

αK
(3.28)

And xt+1 will be subject to Ωt+1 for the equity return rte+1 will be determined by
zt+1 , δt+1 and Lt+1 aggregated by
µ t +1 = Γ ( µ t )

(3.29)

where Γ are law of motion of demographic distribution from period t to t + 1,
which are decided by both current demographic distribution µt and optimal choice
functions c(st ), l (st ) and d(st ) endogenously, which determine the evolution of
st → st+1 and bt → bt+1 . While for the other dimension in st , et → et+1 are subject
to exogenous risks and growth i → i + 1 is trivial.
As we can see, the impact between individual household of st and aggregate information Ωt is two-way: 1). each individual household of st makes optimal decisions c(st ; Ωt+1 |Ωt ) and l (st ; Ωt+1 |Ωt ) by not only st but also the distribution of
Ωt+1 conditional on Ωt . Herein, what matters in Ωt includes the law of motion of
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demographic distribution Γ and aggregate risks process. 2). some law of motion
is characterized exogenously like , while other law of motion like Γ is determined
endogenously by optimal choice functions c(st ; Ωt+1 |Ωt ). If we take Ω as a vector
of dimension N, which can generalize to be infinity, then to solve c(st ; Ωt+1 |Ωt )

requires O |S| N 2 computation, which is intractable without a sparse S and Ω.
To seek for a tractable computation method, related literature has developed some
branches of approximation methods, like Smolyak-type methods by sparsity of
demographic distribution µt , Krusell-Smith algorithm by assuming bounded rationality of households and some other simulation-based methods. Among these
methods, we will explore potential use of GPU computing as well as machine
learning techniques, especially deep neural networks, with assuming bounded rationality in the following section.

3.5

Recursive Competitive Equilibrium

In recursive competitive equilibrium,
• The household solves the maximization problem (3.20) subject to constraints
(3.21)-(3.25) and law of motion of demographic distribution (3.29) for value
functions of households V i (st ; Ωt ), the decision rules of households
h(st ; Ωt ) = {c(st ; Ωt ), l (st ; Ωt ), d(st ; Ωt )}

(3.30)

• The law of motion of demographic distribution (3.29) follows decision rules
(3.30).
• The firm solves its profit maximization problem (3.4) with market clearing
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conditions (3.7)-(3.8) in closed economy.
• Government keeps tax system and social security system with budget (3.16)
and issue bond as (3.17) cleared at each period.

3.6

Stochastic Transition Path

In the above subsections, stochastic steady state was defined where the exogenous model setting is given, such as the exogenous aggregate risk processes (3.9)(3.10), government tax systems (3.11)-(3.13) or government social security system
(3.14), which we will call policy change in this paper. As the exogenous conditions change, another stochastic steady state would be derived. While the transition path between the old stochastic steady state and the new steady state remains unknown. Suppose the Ω0t is the prior policy change information set in
recursive competitive equilibrium, which can be defined as a stochastic process

{ X 0 (t, ω ) : t ∈ [0, ∞), ω ∈ Ψ} on (Ψ, F , P) with F :=

ST

t =0 F t .

Similarly, we can

define the post-policy-change information set in recursive competitive equilibrium
Ω1t as { X 1 (t, ω ) : t ∈ [0, ∞), ω ∈ Ψ}.
Assuming that after T periods from policy change, the stochastic process

{ X tp (t, ω ) : t ∈ [0, T ], ω ∈ Ψ} on (Ψ, F T , P) with F T :=

ST

t=0 Ft in

transition

tp

path converges to the post-change stochastic equilibrium, i.e. XT ∼ X 1 ( T, Ψ). We
can still define a general Markov stochastic process on (Ψ, F , P) with
Xtp (t, w) := 1t≤T X tp + 1t>T X 1

To solve the stochastic transition path problem, the goal is to feature the law of
tp

motions of Ωt for each t ∈ [0, T ] such that the households still maximize their
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lifetime utility during the transition path.
Compared to deterministic transition path, in which no aggregate risks are introduced and households only need to maximize their utility give a rational path of
aggregate variables from 0 to T, the stochastic transition will require a rational path
tp

tp

of conditional distribution P(Ωt+1 |Ωt ), measurable on Ft for t ∈ [0, T ) as well as
tp

σ (Ωt ) under Markov property, summarized as follows:
Box 3.1| Equilibrium Transition Path
1. Initialize a path of law of motion/conditional distribution f0 =
tp

tp

{P(Ωt+1 |σ(Ωt )) : t ∈ [0, T )}, consistent with policy change.
2. Given f0 , compute the household maximization problem from time T,
tp,i

where VT (s; Ω) = V 1,i (s; Ω), which is the value function for recursive
competitive equilibrium after policy change. Then solve the problem
backward as
tp,i

Vt

i
h
tp,i +1
(st ; Ωt ) = max u(ct , lt ) + ξ i βEt Vt+1 (st+1 ; Ωt+1 ) Ωt (3.31)
(ct ,lt ,dt )

From which we can compute the path of decision rules of households

Htp = {ht (s; Ω)}tT=0

(3.32)

3. Given the path of decision rules Htp , for each w ∈ Ψ, we will have
tp

a sample path of {Ωt (w) : t ∈ [0, T ]}. Hence, in theory if we can
simulate over w ∈ Ψ, we can derive a new path of law of motion/con-
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ditional distribution
tp

tp

f1 = {P(Ωt+1 |Ωt ) : t ∈ [0, T )}

(3.33)

4. If f1 converges under some criteria, i.e. kf1 − f0 k ≤ e, with some
norm k · k, then stop. Otherwise, update f0 by using f1 and return to
step 2 above.

3.7

Social Welfare Measure

For a policy change, we often want to measure the welfare gain/loss for households since the introduction of the new policy. And with stochastic transition path,
it’s tractable to compute the welfare difference since time 0 when a policy is introduced.

3.7.1

Equivalent Variations

The equivalent variation of a household of state s = ( x, b, e, i ) is the one-time
wealth transfer that generates as much as welfare gain/loss in the economy without policy change at the beginning of transition path. Hence, a positive equivalent
variation indicates that the household would benefit from the policy change, and
vice versa. The equivalent variations of newborn (i = 0) households at period 0
tp

are calculated as ev00 (s0 ; Ω0 ) such that
tp,0

V0

tp

tp

tp

( x, b, e, 0; Ω0 ) = V00,0 ( x + ev00 (s0 ; Ω0 ), b, e, 0; Ω0 )
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(3.34)

and the equivalent variations of age i = 1, · · · , I − 1 at the time of policy change
tp

(t = 0) are calculated as ev0i (s0 ; Ω0 ) such that
tp,i

tp

tp

tp

V0 ( x, b, e, i; Ω0 ) = V00,i ( x + ev0i (s0 ; Ω0 ), b, e, i; Ω0 )

(3.35)

We can also compute the equivalent variations of newborn after the time of policy
change (t > 0) as ev0t (st ; Ωt ) such that
tp,0

Vt

3.7.2

tp

tp

tp

( x, b, e, 0; Ωt ) = Vt0,0 ( x + ev0t (st ; Ωt ), b, e, 0; Ωt )

(3.36)

Compensating Variations

The compensating variation of a household of state s = ( x, b, e, i ) is the one-time
negative wealth transfer that restores the baseline welfare level in the economy
with policy change. The compensating variations of newborn (i = 0) households
at the beginning of period 0 in transition path (when policy change has been aptp

plied) are calculated as cv00 (s0 ; Ω0 ) such that
tp,0

V0

tp

tp

tp

( x − cv00 (s0 ; Ω0 ), b, e, 0; Ω0 ) = V00,0 ( x, b, e, 0; Ω0 )

(3.37)

and the compensating variations of age i = 1, · · · , I − 1 at the time of policy change
tp

(t = 0) are calculated as cv0i (s0 ; Ω0 ) such that
tp,i

tp

tp

tp

V0 ( x − cv0i (s0 ; Ω0 ), b, e, i; Ω0 ) = V00,i ( x, b, e, i; Ω0 )
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(3.38)

Likewise, the compensating variations of newborns after the time of policy change
(t > 0) can be computed as cv0t (st ; Ωt ) such that
tp,0

Vt

3.7.3

tp

tp

tp

( x − cv0t (st ; Ωt ), b, e, 0; Ωt ) = Vt0,0 ( x, b, e, 0; Ωt )

(3.39)

Average Variations by Cohort

During a transition path Ωtp (ω ) ≡ { X tp (t, ω ) : t = [0, T ]}, an average variation,
e.g. equivalent variation, at period t by cohort, e.g. age cohort i, can be calculated
as
Z

EVti (ω ) =

X ×B×E



tp
tp
evit x, b, e, i; Ωt (ω ) dµt ( x, b, e, i )
Z

tp

X ×B×E
tp

where the demographic distribution µt

(3.40)

dµt ( x, b, e, i )
is contingent on the transition path

Ωtp (ω ).
The average variations by different cohorts measure the positive/negative welfare
impact of the policy change on different cohorts, which usually could be subject to
different ages and wealth levels.
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4. Computational Algorithm
From last chapter, a heterogeneous overlapping generations model with a representative production firm and a government with tax system, social security system, and debt issuance has been introduced as baseline model in details. While
in this chapter, we will focus on how to solve the model numerically. Firstly,
the Krusell-Smith algorithm will be introduced as the framework for solving our
model by approximating the law of motions of aggregate variables. Secondly, we
present the algorithm for computing stochastic transition path based on the framework of K-S algorithm. Thirdly, a more general process for risks and its discretization, will be extended for further experiments in next chapters. And fourth, we will
present numerical methods for solving the household optimization problems with
GPU computing, followed with simulation methods. Lastly, the role that machine
learning can play in both Krusell-Smith perceived law of motions and household
optimization problem will be illustrated as a closure for this chapter.

4.1

Krusell-Smith Algorithm

Despite the fact that the state of our model Ω which includes a measurable function µ : Σ → [0, 1] is infinite-dimensional, Krusell and Smith showed how the
equilibria can be approximated numerically by assuming the bounded rationality
of households that they make optimal choices based on ‘’perceived” law of motions. For example, households have to make ‘’fully” optimal choices only if they
can predict the law of motion for the distribution of capital over households (3.29),
such that they can ‘’rationally” predict the asset pricing. And the most of com-
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plexity stems from the prediction of this evolution of the distribution, which can
be omitted by predicting the moments of distribution instead. As in our model,
the asset pricing includes equity return r e , wage rate w, and risk-free rate r f , the
first two of which are determined by aggregate capital K and aggregate labor L in
equilibrium. Hence, households are sufficient to make ‘’bounded rationally” optimal choices based on exogenous risk processes and perceived law of motions for
aggregate capital K, aggregate labor L, and risk-free rate r f , which will be denoted
by ΓK , Γ L , and Γr f respectively.
And the following steps will be introduced for how we solve our baseline model
with Krusell-Smith (K-S) algorithm.

4.1.1

K-S Algorithm Procedure

With Krusell-Smith algorithm, it’s sufficient to redefine our model with finitedimensional state variable ( xt , bt , et , i, Zt , Kt , r f ,t ) ∈ S KS , where xt ∈ [ xmin , xmax ]
denotes the cash on hand at period t after realization of returns and taxes on investment income (or other transfers if applicable), bt ∈ [bmin , bmax ] denotes historical average working income, et ∈ [emin , emax ] denotes idiosyncratic risk to working
ability, i ∈ {i ∈ N : i ≤ I } denotes the age of the household, Zt ∈ Z denotes
discrete state of Markovian aggregate risks to both TFP zt and depreciation δt 2 ,
Kt ∈ [Kmin , Kmax ] denotes aggregate capital for production, composed of domestic
capital and foreign capital if in a large open economy, and r f ,t+1 ∈ [r f ,min , r f ,max ]
denotes the risk-free rate for government-issued bond at time t, which produces a
certain return at time t + 1. And as Krull-Smith algorithm suggested, we use linear
2 For

example, with 2 × 3 discretization Zt = 0, 1, 2 represents negative TFP shocks, Zt = 3, 4, 5
represents positive TFP shocks, meanwhile, Zt = 0, 3 represents positive depreciation shocks, Zt =
1, 4 represents neutral depreciation shocks and Zt = 2, 5 represents negative depreciation shocks
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regressions as the functional form of perceived law of motions ΓK , Γ L , and Γr f as
follows:
(K )

(K )

log Kt+1 = β Z,0 + β Z,1 log Kt
( L)

(4.1)

( L)

log Lt = β Z,0 + β Z,1 log Kt
(r f )

(r f )

(4.2)

(r f )

log(1 + r f ,t+1 ) = β Z0 ,0 + β Z0 ,1 log Kt + β Z0 ,2 log(1 + r f )

(4.3)

where Z is an abbreviation for Zt and Z 0 is an abbreviation for Zt+1 for simplicity,
and the rule is applicable for the rest of papers.
The household optimization problem can be rephrased as
h
i
V i ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f ) = max u(cmax · c, l ) + ξ i βEt V i+1 ( x 0 , b0 , e0 , Z 0 , K 0 , r 0f )
(c,l,d)

s.t.

cmax = min{ x + wel − τP (wel ) + trSS (b, i ), conmin }

(4.5)

inv = cmax − cmax · c · (1 + τC )
x 0 = inv · (1 + d · r f + (1 − d)(1 + r 0 )) − τI inv · (dr f + (1 − d)r 0 )
1
b0 = 1i≤ IR [(i − 1)bt + min(wel, τP,max )] + 1i> IR b
i
 αK
K
w = (1 − αK )(1 + z)
L
 0  α K −1
K
r 0 = α K (1 + z 0 )
− δ0
L0
0 < c < 1,

0 ≤ l ≤ lmax ,

0 < x0

(4.4)

(4.6)


(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11)

with perceived law of motions ΓK , Γ L , and Γr f as in (4.1)-(4.3) to project K 0 , L, and
L0 to approximate asset price r 0 and w as in (4.9)-(4.10) and to project r 0f as in (4.4).
Let cmax in (4.5) denote the maximal consumption that households can take given
the budget constraints. And inv in (4.6) denotes the investment decision allocated
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onto equity and bond.
Numerically, the optimization problems are solved from age I to age 1 backward
as the terminal function V I (·) is know.
Box 4.1| Backward Optimization
1. For i = I, compute V I ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f ) = u( x + trSS (b, I ), 0) with optimal policies c(·) = 1, l (·) = 0, and d(·) = 1.
2. For each i < I, solve V i ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f ) in (4.4) for optimal policies c(·),
l (·), and d(·), by taking V i+1 ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f ) as given, and subject to
model constraints including retirement plan such that l (·) = 0 for i ≥
Iretire and stock market participation barrier such that d(·) = 1 for x ≤
x poor .
3. Repeat the above step until i = 1.

K-S algorithm will need simulation process in order to verify the ‘’rationality” of
perceived law of motions ΓK , Γ L , and Γr f as in (4.1)-(4.3) as follows:
Box 4.2| Simulation
1. Initialization: Demographic distribution µ0 ( x, b, e, i ) which is represented by a N-d array. Note that we also need an initial aggregate
capital K0 , in current code, we initialize it with ad hoc average capital K̄ from experience. In large open economy, we also have domestic
capital Kdom,0 = χK K0
2. At time t: With µt ( x, b, e, i ), Kt , Kdom,t and Zt given, then
(a) Clear bond market:

For each r f on the discrete grid in

[r f ,min , r f ,max ], we have the optimal choices c(·, ·, ·, ·, Z, K, r f ),
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l (·, ·, ·, ·, Z, K, r f ) and d(·, ·, ·, ·, Z, K, r f ), inv(·, ·, ·, ·, Z, K, r f ). Then
compute the corresponding aggregate debt demand:
1
D (r f ) =
χD
D

Z

inv(·, ·, ·, ·, Z, K, r f )d(·, ·, ·, ·, Z, K, r f )dµ

We find the corresponding interpolated r ∗f such that D D (r ∗f ) = D S .
a

(b) Compute the optimal choices ct (·, ·, ·, ·), lt (·, ·, ·, ·), and dt (·, ·, ·, ·)
respectively with interpolated r ∗f .
R
(c) Aggregate Kdom,t+1 =
invt (·, ·, ·, ·)(1 − dt (·, ·, ·, ·))dµt , and
R
Kt+1 = Kt + χK (Kdom,t+1 − Kdom,t ) as well as Lt = elt (·, ·, ·, ·)dut .
(d) Compute factor pricing wt and rt+1 by
wt = (1 + zt )(1 − αK )(

Kt αK
) ,
Lt

r t +1 = (1 + z t +1 ) α K (

( L)

K t +1 α K −1
)
− δt+1
L t +1

( L)

log Lt+1 = β Zt+1,0 + β Zt+1,1 log Kt+1
(e) Update demographic distribution µt → µt+1 given the optimal
choices and factor prices.

b

3. Repeat the above step 2 for T periods.
DtS+1
Yt

DS

= 1+1zt Yt−t 1 . However, if D S > D D (r f ,max ), i.e.
hitting the upper bound, we adjust D S := D D (r f ,max ) − δ, such that bond market is forced
to clear within reasonable range of r f .
b Note that though perceived wage rate w was used in bond market clearing, it took the
t
real wage rate when updating demographic distribution.
a DS

follows an exogenous process

With the frameworks of optimization and simulation introduced above, the iterative K-S algorithm can be completed as:
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Box 4.3| K-S Algorithm Procedure
(0)

(0)

(0)

1. Initialize the K-S perceived law of motions as ΓK , Γ L and Γr f .
( j)

( j)

( j)

2. With ΓK , Γ L and Γr f , solve the optimization problem (4.4) for optimal
policies c( j) (·), l ( j) (·), d( j) (·), and inv( j) (·) for (k, b, e, i, Z, K, r f ) ∈ S KS ,
which denotes the state space in K-S algorithm.
( j +1)

3. Simulate for T = 5100 periods and update ΓK

( j +1)

, ΓL

( j +1)

and Γr f

with

time series after 100 periods.
( j +1)

4. Check the convergence of perceived law of motions kΓK
( j +1)

eK , k Γ L

( j)

( j +1)

− Γ L k < e L , and kΓr f

( j)

− ΓK k <

( j)

− Γr f k < er f . Otherwise, return

back to step 2.
5. Report model results from simulation.

The algorithm above builds the framework of model computation in our paper,
while methods for solving optimization problem and conducting simulation are
presented as two separate tasks with GPU computing, numerical methods, and
machine learning models, etc. in the following sections.

4.1.2

State Space Discretization

As the first step, a discretized state space is essential for most of the numerical solutions methods in this paper. Recalling the state space ( x, b, e, i, Z, K, r f ) ∈ S KS
in K-S algorithm 4.1.1, a discretized Cartesian state space can be represented as

Ŝ KS := { x1 , x2 , · · · , x Nx } × {b1 , b2 , · · · , b Nb } × {e1 , e2 , · · · , e Ne } × {1, 2, · · · , I } ×
{ Z1 , Z2 , · · · , ZNZ } × {K1 , K2 , · · · , K NK } × {r f ,1 , r f ,2 , · · · , r f ,Nr f } ⊂ S KS . The space
takes Nx × Nb × Ne × I × NZ × NK × Nr f grid points in total, while it took
Nx × Nb × Ne × NZ × NK × Nr f grid points when we solved backward optimiza-
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tion for each age in practice. It’s also worthwhile to mention the dicretization methods along each variable. As for x ∈ { x1 , x2 , · · · , x Nx }, power grid was applied due
to the fact that marginal utility is more sensitive for households of low x. Here
power gird means the grid is spaced as

xi = xmin + ( xmax − xmin )(

i−1 a
)
Nx − 1

i = 1, 2, · · · , Nx

(4.12)

where a denotes the power of the grid and usually takes a = 2. As for the historical
earning b ∈ {b1 , b2 , · · · , b Nb }, an evenly spaced grid from [bm in, bm ax ] was applied.
From 3.1.2, the idiosyncratic shock to working ability e follows AR(1) process,
which could be discretized by Tauchen and Hussey (1991) method. And similarly,
Z ∈ { Z1 , Z2 , · · · , ZNZ } represents the state of discretized VAR(1) process as in
3.2.1.
Since the ranges for K ∈ [Kmin , Kmax ] and r f ∈ [r f ,min , r f ,max ] are updated according to the ergodic set of K and r f in simulation, the discretized grids for both
K ∈ {K1 , K2 , · · · , K NK } and r f ∈ {r f ,1 , r f ,2 , · · · , r f ,Nr f } should have density more
concentrated in the middle values while less concentrated at both ends. Hence, a
beta distribution beta(α, β) (as shown in Fig) is employed to represent this feature
through converting the cumulative density function F ( x ) for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 such that

F ( xi ) =

i−1
N−1

i = 1, 2, · · · , N

(4.13)

Initial α = β = 2 are chosen to represent the feature of concentrated density in the
middle and then are updated based on each simulation in K-S algorithm.
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Figure 4.1: PDF of different Beta distribution

4.1.3

Interpolation Methods

With discretization of state space, interpolation is required for most methods to estimate the off-grid values with the known on-grid values.

In (4.4),

( x 0 , b0 , e0 , Z 0 , K 0 , r 0f ) is not supposed to be on grid, along axes ( x, b, K, r f ) in particular. As the dimension increases, the choices for interpolation methods really
narrow down with exponentially increasing complexity. As a tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency, only extension of linear interpolation and inverse distance
weighted interpolation were adopted within the hypercube that contains the offgrid point. Even so, at least 24 = 16 on-grid points are referenced for each interpolation, which is already placing a heavy burden of computation by memory accessing. For example, to compute an off-grid value function V i+1 of ( x 0 , b0 , e0 , Z 0 , K 0 , r 0f ),
with ( x 0 , b0 , K 0 , r 0f ) ∈ Q := [ x0 , x1 ] × [b0 , b1 ] × [K0 , K1 ] × [r f ,0 , r f ,1 ], it takes weighted
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sum over the vertices of the hypercube Q by

V

i +1

0

0

0

0

(x , b , e , Z , K

0

, r 0f )

=

∑

( x,b,K,r f

0
| x 0 − x | | b 0 − b | | K 0 − K | |r f − r f |
V (·)
x − x0 b1 − b0 K1 − K0 r f ,1 − r f ,0
) 1

where the weight w( x, b, K, r f ) is determined by inverse of the ‘’distance” from the
vertex to the off-grid target. And the ‘’distance” is not limited to be Euclidean, thus
the extension of linear interpolation also works here

w( x, b, K, r f ) =

4.2

| x0 − x|
1−
x1 − x0



|b0 − b|
1−
b1 − b0



|K 0 − K |
1−
K1 − K0


1−

|r 0f − r f |

!

r f ,1 − r f ,0

GPU Computing

With K-S algorithm, each household does not consider the interaction with other
households anymore, which simplifies the optimization problem by not only
greatly reducing the dimension but also making the problem perfectly parallelable. As there have been a great amount of literature introducing the application
of high-performance computing in solving OLG models, here we focus on graphic
processing unit (GPU) computing, which should be more powerful and promising
in parallel computing with less latency for our model. In this paper, there is no
intent to compare the performances of GPU and CPU as CPU parallel computing
becomes nearly intractable with limited cores.

4.2.1

Basic GPU Architecture

This part provides an entry-level introduction to the architecture of GPU in modern days. The NVIDIA Tesla V100 (V100) has become a popular choice of GPU
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computing for many research fields since launched in 2017.3 As the most important specification, a single V100 owns 5120 physical cores, each of which could
be considered as a mini-processor that is capable of independent computation.
For convenience, we call a GPU as a device and a CPU as a host, as the computation is always conducted with orders from a ‘’host” to one or multiple ‘’device”
through kernel functions, for which NVIDIA GPUs have CUDA platform that is implementable in prevailing languages such as C/C++, Fortran, and even Python.4
For entry-level users, it’s important to mention that though a single GPU (like
V100) owns thousands of cores (or thread), these cores are running in an organized
way, in parallel but also cooperatively within a block. When running a kernel function, it is necessary to specify the number of threads in a block nt and the number
of blocks nb , where nt × nb will be the total number of tasks to be finished. Usually, the number of threads nt will be set at 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 at max for
V100. Note that there is no simple rule for deciding the optimal nt , in fact, as a GPU
can be subject to several bottlenecks in improving occupancy rate, the optimal nt
depends on the specific problem and GPU specifications. And we do not address
this issue in detail as it is out of the scope of this paper. The concept of block is
important for beginners as the threads in the same block can share L1 cache, called
shared memory, which is on-chip memory that is an order of magnitude faster than
global memory and L2 cache of GPU. Through shared memory, threads can work
together to finish a larger task, which is very crucial in improving computation
efficiency as introduced later.
As the thread/block layout is for CUDA programming, there are also key phys3 Details

for V100 are provided in the commercial whitebook: https://computing.llnl.gov/
tutorials/sierra/volta-architecture-whitepaper.pdf.
4 Package Numba in Python supports most of the CUDA features: http://numba.pydata.org/
numba-doc/latest/cuda/
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ical features of GPU architecture worth mentioning for better understanding. A
smaller group of physical core is called a warp, which is always formed of 32
threads, and all threads of a warp are scheduled and concurrently executed within
a streaming multiprocessor (SM). And threads from one block can only ran concurrently in a single SM, as the L1 cache/shared memory is mounted within a SM as
shown in Figure 4.2. While threads from multiple blocks can execute concurrently
within a SM, meaning that multiple blocks share the resources within the SM including threads, shared memory, and register, which is on-chip memory private
to a single thread. Both shared memory and register are fast but scarce, which
are key to the efficient use of GPU. Table 4.1 shows the relevant technical specs of
NVIDIA Tesla GPUs from 2013 with a significant uptrend for single precision (SP)
operation. Within a decade, the Tesla GPUs have evolved rapidly in terms of its
capacity and efficiency. Particularly, the number of SMs has increased from 15 to
80, while the number of cores per SM has decreased from 192 to 64. It means that
more warps of threads can work concurrently and fewer threads within a SM will
‘’compete” for the limited resources like register and shared memory. Taking V100
as an example, there are 64 cores (2 warps) per SM utilizing the shared memory of
96 KB and register of 256 KB. Suppose the 2 warps belong to 2 blocks, then each
block can utilize shared memory of 48KB. And each thread can utilize register of 4
KB. Within five years from 2013 to 2017, the Tesla GPUs have tripled the theoretical computation performance from 5 TFLOPS to 15.7 TFLOPS for single precision
operation. There’s no doubt about the continuing improvement of GPU performance in the future, hereby it’s meaningful and promising to apply GPU parallel
computing in economic model computation.
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Figure 4.2: NVIDIA Tesla V100 Streaming Multiprocessor Architecture
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Table 4.1: Technical Specs of NVIDIA Tesla GPUs
Name
K40 (2013)
M40 (2015)
SMs
15
24
SP Cores/SM
192
128
SP Cores/GPU
2880
3072
Peak SP TFLOPS
5
6.8
Memory Size
12 GB
24 GB
L2 Cache Size
1536 KB
3072 KB
Shared Mem./SM
48 KB
96 KB
Register/SM
256 KB
256 KB

4.2.2

P100 (2016)
56
64
3584
10.6
16 GB
4096 KB
64 KB
256 KB

V100 (2017)
80
64
5120
15.7
16 GB
6144 KB
96 KB
256 KB

Optimization with GPU

According to 4.1.1, the K-S algorithm procedure mainly consists of two problems,
the backward optimization Box 4.1 and simulation Box 4.2. Given approximated
V i+1 (·) with K-S perceived law of motions Γ, the optimization problems 4.4 are
independent across every state ( x, b, e, i, Z, K, r f ) ∈ S KS . Here, the optimization
problem on the discrete state space Ŝ KS as illustrated in 4.1.2, each state variable
given age i can be indexed by (i x , ib , ie , i Z , iK , ir f ) with 0-based indexing for the
convenience of the following discussion. After specifying the number of blocks
Nblk and the number of threads per block Ntpb such that Nblk × Ntpb ≥ Ntotal , the
total number of tasks (for simplicity we assume Nblk × Ntpb = Ntotal ), GPU will
assign a unique position index j in the GPU ‘’grid” to each thread for executing
once, ranging from 0 to Ntotal − 1. And the index j can be split to (ty, tx ), the block
index and thread index within the block, one-to-one through congruence relation:

j = ty · Ntpb + tx,

0 ≤ tx ≤ Ntpb − 1

And a one-to-one correspondence between the thread index j and the state variable
index (i x , ib , ie , i Z , iK , ir f ) can be mapped through congruence relation in a similar
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manner:
ir f := j (mod Nr f )
h
i
iK := j (div Nr f ) (mod NK )

(4.14)

..
.
h

i

i x := j (div Nr f · NK · · · Nb ) (mod Nx )
The below describes a general scheme for solving backward optimization problem
Box 4.1 with GPU parallelization
Box 4.4| GPU Parallelization for Backward Optimization
1. Determine Ntotal = Nx · Nb · Ne · NZ · NK · Nr f and select the proper

( Nblk , Ntpb ) such that Nblk × Ntpb = Ntotal .
2. At age I, for each j → (i x , ib , ie , i Z , iK , ir f ) compute V I ( j) = u( x +
trSS (b, I ), 0) for each j ∈ [0, Ntotal − 1] with optimal policies c(·) = 1,
l (·) = 0, and d(·) = 1.
3. For age i < I, reside the approximate V̂ i+1 (·) in device memory, a for
each j → (i x , ib , ie , i Z , iK , ir f ) solve the optimization problem (4.4). Then
send V i (·) optimal choices ci (·), l i (·), di (·) back to host for storage.
4. Apply methods for approximating V̂ i (·).

b

5. Repeat step 3-4 until i = 0.
that for large-scale V̂ i+1 (·), it will be accessed through global memory in general.
that this step may be applied by interpolation methods as illustrated in 4.1.3 or
through other methods that will be illustrated in 4.5. And this step may be done in host or
device, dependent on the most suitable solution.
a Note

b Note

The above algorithm is not limited to a single GPU. It can be extended for multiple
GPUs by distribution of tasks through the host CPU. To do so, we divide Ntotal
by the number of GPUs M, so that each device execute
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Ntotal
M

tasks. For device

GPU k (0-indexed) and each local thread index j0 ∈ [0,
j0 + k ·

Ntotal
M

Ntotal
M

− 1], we adjust j =

→ ( i x , i b , i e , i Z , i K , ir f ).

Though the general parallelization method helps to sketch the general process for
utilizing GPU computing, it is not the most efficient method when the approximate V̂ i+1 (·) is resided at global memory that is ‘’visible” to all threads within the
device. Especially for interpolation methods that are most likely to be bounded
by memory performance, the slow memory cache is causing the inefficiency and
latency. It is worth noting that Aldrich et al. (2011) used to solve a simple real business cycle (RBC) model using a GPU with 240 cores, and they copied the value
function into the shared memory for parallelizing the value function iteration
method, which shedded some light on the direction to revise the general scheme
in Box 4.4. Notice that given ( Z, K, r f ) and age i, households of ( x, b, e) own the
same K-S perceived law of motions, i.e. they foresee the same ( Z 0 , K 0 , r 0f ) for any
possible Z 0 . Hence, households of ( x, b, e) solve the same real business cycle model
given ( Z, K, r f ) and age i. For interpolation method as illustrated in 4.1.3, suppose
that K 0 ∈ [K0 , K1 ] and r 0f ∈ [r f ,0 , r f ,1 ], then only V̂ i+1 (·, ·, ·, Z 0 , K0 : K1 , r f ,0 : r f ,1 ) are
relevant given Z 0 . Suppose that each SM in V100 runs one block concurrently, then
each block can use shared memory of 96 KB, or 24,000 single precision float numbers in equivalent. Now if a block only consists of threads with the same ( Z, K, r f ),
then the shared memory can accommodate the full grid with respect to ( x 0 , b0 , e0 )
dimension as long as Nx × Nb × Ne ≤ 6, 000 when Z 0 is given or accommodate
the full grid with respect to ( x 0 , b0 ) when Z 0 and e0 are given. It’s reasonable to
take e0 out because all the households have the same idiosyncratic risk process,
hence give Z 0 and e0 , only V̂ i+1 (·, ·, e0 , Z 0 , K0 : K1 , r f ,0 : r f ,1 ) are relevant to compute
the expectation. Here, we assume that Nx × Nb × Ne ≤ 6, 000, then we create a
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shared memory of shape ( Nx , Nb , Ne , 2, 2) ‘’visible” to the threads within a block.
For convenience and memory efficiency, we pivot the order of dimension from

( x, b, e, Z, K, r f ) to ( Z, K, r f , e, b, x ). And to guarantee the the same block have the
same ( Z, K, r f ), it requires that Ntpb |( Nx · Nb · Ne ). Then the GPU parallelization
can be revised as follows:
Box 4.5| Revised GPU Parallelization for Backward Optimization
1. Determine Ntotal = Nx · Nb · Ne · NZ · NK · Nr f and select the proper

( Nblk , Ntpb ) such that Nblk × Ntpb = Ntotal .
2. At age I, for each j → (i x , ib , ie , i Z , iK , ir f ) compute V I ( j) = u( x +
trSS (b, I ), 0) for each j ∈ [0, Ntotal − 1] with optimal policies c(·) = 1,
l (·) = 0, and d(·) = 1.
3. At age i < I, for any block with ( Z, K, r f ), initialize with an empty
shared memory Vshare of shape ( Nx , Nb , Ne , 2, 2) and repeat the following steps for all possible Z 0 :
(a) Allocate the memory-transfer task to threads evenly such that
each of them carries

4× Nx × Nb × Ne
Ntpb

points from V̂ i+1 (·), resided in

global memory, to the shared memory Vshare . Synchronize the
threads.
(b) Compute the summand as a part of the expectation from shared
memory Vshare under the Z 0 . Synchronize the threads.
4. Finish the optimization when the expectation is completed.
5. Apply methods for approximating V̂ i (·).

a

6. Repeat step 3-5 until i = 0.
a Note

that this step may be applied by interpolation methods as illustrated in 4.1.3 or
through other methods that will be illustrated in 4.5. And this step may be done in host or
device, dependent on the most suitable solution.
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As Box 4.5 shows, for each block, there are 4 × Nx × Nb × Ne times of global
memory reading required in order to allocate values from global memory to
shared memory, given Z 0 . While for the original method, each block requires
16 × Ne × Ntpb times of global memory reading.

For example, suppose that

Nx = 64, Nb = 16, Ntpb = 1024, then it’s a 8× speedup compared to the original method. And a even more promising advantage of the revised method is that
we can apply a more sophisticated interpolation method along dimension ( x, b)
as the L1 cache is much faster to retrieve and the cost of reallocation from global
memory to shared memory is fixed regardless of interpolation method along ( x, b).

4.2.3

Simulation with GPU

In general, GPU is not considered to be the most fit role for executing sequential
simulation jobs. Frankly speaking, it is beyond the scope of this paper to conduct the entire simulation within a GPU kernel function in parallel across the time
t ∈ [0, T ]. However, as the simulation procedure described in Box 4.2, the computation task within each period t is still heavy and hereby we contribute to produce
an algorithm for GPU computing within each time t and minimizing the latency
caused by the CPU-GPU communication, especially by the memory transfer. According to Box 4.2, it take steps for bond market clearing, optimal choice interpolation, aggregate variable computation, and lastly demographic distribution update
within time t. The goal here is to accomplish the steps with GPU computing in
parallel with minimized latency.
Given n GPUs and one CPU, we describe the CPU-GPU interactive simulator as follows: Throughout the T-period simulation, we represent the demographic distribution measure with a time-variant matrix µt ( x, b, e, i ) with
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N := Nx × Nb × Ne × I elements.

Initially, we divide the N elements into

n groups, denoted by ( x, b, e, i ) j ∈ S j such that S j ∩ Sk = ∅, ∀ j 6= k and

∪nj=1 S j = S , where S represents the full state space of ( x, b, e, i ). Reside optimal policy functions ck ( x, b, e, i, Z, K, r f ), lk ( x, b, e, i, Z, K, r f ), dk ( x, b, e, i, Z, K, r f ),
and invk ( x, b, e, i, Z, K, r f ) onto n GPUs respectively with ( x, b, e, i ) ∈ Sk and

( Z, K, r f ) ∈ A for each GPU k, where A represents the full aggregate state space.
And also initialize µk,0 ( x, b, e, i ) at GPU k from CPU.
After finishing the initialization of memory transfer from CPU to n GPUs, we proceed to the iterative simulation including 1).bond market clearing, 2).optimal policy function interpolation, 3).aggregate variable computation, and 4).demographic
distribution update. Firstly, given ( Zt , Kt ), for each r f ,t on the grid, we compute
D
Dk,t
(r f )

1
=
χD

Z
Sk

inv(·, ·, ·, ·, Z, K, r f )d(·, ·, ·, ·, Z, K, r f )dµt

Lk,t (r f ) =

Z
Sk

el (·, ·, ·, ·, Z, K, r f )dµt

(4.15)
(4.16)

on each GPU k, for k = 1, 2, · · · , n. And then send the values from GPU back to
CPU so that
DtD (r f )

n

=

∑

D
Dk,t
(r f ),

k =1

n

L t (r f ) =

∑ Lk,t (r f )

(4.17)

k =1

At CPU, we compute the corresponding Yt (r f ) and hence the debt demand to GDP
ratio ( DtD /Yt )(r f ). And the bond market is cleared with ( DtD /Yt )(r ∗f ) = ( D/Y )St
by interpolation. Secondly, r ∗f ,t is sent to each GPU from CPU for optimal policy
function interpolation. At each GPU k, ck,t ( x, b, e, i ), lk,t ( x, b, e, i ), dk,t ( x, b, e, i ), and
invk,t ( x, b, e, i ) are sliced from the resided functions ck (·), lk (·), dk (·), and invk (·)
given ( Zt , Kt , r ∗f ,t ), where ck,t (·), lk,t (·), dk,t (·), and invk,t (·) are of the same shape as
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µk,t (·). Thirdly, at each GPU k, conduct separate aggregation as (4.15)-(4.16) and
then send them back to CPU for total aggregation as (4.17). And lastly, at each
GPU k, a next-period demographic distribution µ0k,t ( x, b, e, i ) with (k, b, e, i ) ∈ S
is initialized with zero-matrix of shape ( Nx , Nb , Ne , I ). According to the optimal
policy functions ck,t (·), lk,t (·), dk,t (·), and invk,t (·), a transition of measure from
µk,t (·) to µ0k (·) is determined at GPU k. Afterwards, the µ0k (·) are transferred from
GPU k to CPU so that
n

µt+1 (·) =

∑ µ0k,t (·)

(4.18)

k =1

From CPU, µt+1 (·) is divided and sent to each corresponding GPU at µk,t+1 (·) for
k = 1, · · · , n.
Overall, the following box 4.6 summarizes the procedure:
Box 4.6| CPU-GPUs Interactive Simulator
1. Given n GPUs, divide up the state space ( x, b, e, i ) ∈ S into n subspace

Sk with k = 1, 2, · · · , n, such that S j ∩ Sk = ∅, ∀ j 6= k and ∪nk=1 Sk = S
2. Initially reside optimal policy functions ck (·), lk (·), dk (·) and invk (·)
with ( x, b, e, i, Z, K, r f ) ∈ Sk × A to GPU k.
3. At time t, transfer µk,t (·) of Sk from host CPU to each GPU k, then
conduct the following steps:
(a) Bond Market Clearing: At each GPU k, compute the partial aggregaD (r ) and L as in (4.15)-(4.16) and then send them back to
tion Dk,t
f
k,t

the host CPU for the total aggregation. Then find the equilibrium
r ∗f at the host CPU and send it to each GPU k.
(b) Optimal Policy Function Interpolation:

At each GPU k, slice

current-period optimal functions ck,t (·), lk,t (·), dk,t (·), and invk,t (·)
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from the resided memory ck (·), lk (·), dk (·) and invk (·) given

( Zt , Kt , r ∗f ,t ).
(c) Aggregation: At each GPU k, compute the partial aggregations and
send them back to the host CPU for total aggregations.
(d) Demographic Distribution Update: At each GPU k, conduct a measure transition from µk,t (·) to next-period distribution µ0k (·) given
ck,t (·), lk,t (·), dk,t (·), and invk,t (·). Transfer µ0k (·) back to the host
CPU and add them up to be µ0t+1 (·).
4. Repeat the Step 3 for T periods.

4.3

Transition Path Algorithm

Nishiyama and Smetters (2014) used to provide a method for solving an equilibrium transition path in overlapping generations model without aggregate uncertainty. The model assumes that the government announces a policy change at time
t = 1, before which the economy was in the initial steady-state equilibrium without policy change. By assuming that the economy will reach the new steady-state
equilibrium within reasonably long T periods, the transition path during these
T periods is in equilibrium by definition that at any period t, optimal decisions
made by all households based on their perceived path of aggregate variables, particularly the factor prices, from period t onward shall aggregate to be converged to
the perceived variables at that period.
The algorithm proposed by Nishiyama and Smetters (2014) follows ‘’guess and
verify” procedure mainly on the perceived path of factor prices, because there’s no
aggregate uncertainty so that the factor prices are deterministic. While for stochas48

tic OLG models with aggregate uncertainty, the recursive competitive equilibrium
defined in 3.5 is in stochastic settings. Here the stochastic steady-state refers to the
concept as the convergence of economic states to the ergodic distribution, instead
of the definition as the point of the state space where households would choose
to remain in absence of shocks in that period but taking into account future risk.
Apparently, households consider the future risk on factor prices instead of the deterministic factor prices for decision making. And stochastic path for factor prices
is infinite dimensional, which means that the guessing for perceived path of factor
prices is no longer applicable.
Our algorithm firstly, to my knowledge, solved transition path in stochastic equilibrium for dynamic OLG models in a tractable way. The key idea behind this
innovative algorithm is still ‘’guess and verify”, while the object becomes the perceived path of distribution of factor prices conditional on the current state, which
perfectly fits in K-S algorithm that solves model through perceived law of motions.
And the algorithm is introduced in the following steps in the case where a wealth
tax policy change is exploited at time 0:
Box 4.7| Transition Path Algorithm
1. Initialization: Compute prior- and post- equilibrium and get Γ0 and
Γ1 , then initialize
tp

• The path of time-variant K-S PLM {Γt }tT=0
• The exogenous aggregate state for N transition paths of length T,
ZN ×T
tp

• The demographic distribution for time 0 µ j,0 := µ0j,0 for j =
1, · · · , N
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tp

tp

tp

2. Backward optimization: Given {ΓK,t , Γ L,t , Γr f ,t }tT=0 , do the optimization backward:
• At time T, for age i = 1, · · · , I, use the post-policy value function V 1,i+1 for optimization and get optimal policy functions c T (·),
lT (·) and d T (·) and the value function VTi
• At any time t, for age i = 1, · · · , I, take Vti++11 as the future value
tp

function and Γt as K-S PLM and solve for optimal policy functions ct (·), lt (·) and dt (·) and value function Vti , and repeat until
time 0.
3. Forward simulation:
• With ct (·), lt (·), and dt (·) for t = 0, · · · , T as well as ZN ×T and
tp

µ j,0 (·) for j = 1, · · · , N, conduct forward simulation.
• As a benchmark, simulate corresponding prior-policy paths with
c0 (·), l 0 (·), and d0 (·) as well as the same ZN ×T and µ0j,0 (·) for j =
1, · · · , N.
4. Update K-S perceived law of motion: At each time t, update the timetp

variant K-S PLM Γt with the cross-sectional samples of size N.
tp

5. Check for convergence: Stop if some convergence criteria of {Γt }tT=0
is met, otherwise go back to Step 2.
6. Report results: Compare the transition path with the benchmark path
and report the results of policy change with confidence interval.
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4.4

Optimization Methods

As in most economic papers, optimization problem is always of key interest to
economists as the first step to study their models. In spite of few models that
can be solved with analytical solutions, most literature is burdened with numerical methods to solve the model as the complexities increase. The complexities
can stem from increased dimension of state space, number of control variables, or
number of constraints. In this chapter, we will go through several numerical optimization methods and root finding methods as in solving our baseline model with
GPU computing and then make comparison.

4.4.1

Grid Based Method

Grid-based method arises as the most intuitive and straightforward method to
solve the optimization problem with K-S algorithm as in 4.1.1. As the control variables (c, l, d) are constrained within [0, 1] × [0, 1] × [0, 1] with hypothetical borrowb as follows
ing and leverage constraints, we construct a grid space Cb × Lb × D
b = {c0 , c1 , · · · , c N } × {l0 , l1 , · · · , l N } × {d0 , d1 , · · · , d N } ⊂ [0, 1]3
Cb × Lb × D
c
l
d
(4.19)
Given state variable ( x, b, e, i, Z, K, r f ), the value function is maximized on grid:

max
b L×
b D
b
(c,l,d)∈C×

h

u(cmax · c, l ) + ξ i βEt V

i +1

0

0

0

0

(x , b , e , Z , K

0

, r 0f )

i

(4.20)

For age i, the objective function at each (c, l, d; x, b, e, i, Z, K, r f ) can be computed in
parallel, which perfectly fits the GPU computing framework. Afterwards, reduc51

tion operation for maximum will be conducted for each ( x, b, e, i, Z, K, r f ), which
gives us (cic , lil , did ), the optimal controls on grid.
To refine the solution and increase computation efficiency, an adaptive-grid refinement is applied under the assumption that the optimization problem (4.20)
(0) (0) (0)
b (0) ⊂ [0, 1]3
is almost convex in our case: Once (cic , li , di ) ∈ Cb(0) × Lb(0) × D
l

is determined, a subset region

(0)
(0)
[ c i c −1 , c i c +1 ]

d

(0)

(0)

(0)

(0)

× [lil −1 , lil +1 ] × [did −1 , did +1 ] ⊂ [0, 1]3

will be considered by the same procedure above repeatedly. The refinement
method can achieve high accuracy with a choice of mild ( Nc , Nl , Nd ) with limited times of repetition, which reduced the computation complexity exponentially.
For example, if an error 10−3 is tolerated along each dimension, then we’d choose

( Nc , Nl , Nd ) = (103 , 103 , 103 ), which requires 109 times of computation. While with
adaptive-grid refinement, it can take ( Nc , Nl , Nd ) = (20, 20, 20) with 3 times of repetition to achieve the same accuracy, which only requires 24000 times of computation.

4.4.2

Quasi-Newton Method

Unlike the derivative free algorithms mentioned above, the optimization problem can also be converted to a root-finding problem via the Euler equations.
In Appendix B, the Euler equations are derived in detail.

Here for each

( x, b, e, i, Z, K, r f ) ∈ S KS , define the objective function of maximization as
h
i
f (c, l, d; x, b, e, i, Z, K, r f ) = u(cmax · c, l ) + ξ i βEt V i+1 ( x 0 , b0 , e0 , Z 0 , K 0 , r 0f ) (4.21)
subject to (4.5)-(4.11), with f ( x ) in short. Note the fact that factor prices is exogenously given as state variables or perceived by K-S law of motions, the first
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order condition with respect to d is not guaranteed to be 0 with leverage condition
0 ≤ d ≤ 1. Hence, a hybrid method regarding the optimization problem is suggested to i).take an outer loop with di ∈ {d0 , d1 , · · · , d Nd }, that for each di , QuasiNewton method is used to solve V (·; d)i = maxc,l f (c, l, d; ·) with (c∗ (d), l ∗ (d)),
equivalently solving root-finding problems
0 = uc (cmax · c, l ) · cmax − βEt [Vxi+1 (1 + dr f + (1 − d)r 0 )]
0 = uc (cmax · c, l ) ·

+

dcmax
· c + ul (cmax · c, l )
dl

βEt [Vxi+1 (1 + dr f

+ (1 − d )r

0

(4.22)
(4.23)

) + Vbi+1 ]1{i≤ Irt } we

and then ii). take optimal results (c∗ , l ∗ , d∗ ) and V i (·) = f (c∗ , l ∗ , d∗ ; ·) with

d∗ =

argmax

V (·; d)i

d∈{d0 ,d1 ,··· ,d Nd }

The Euler equations does not impose the hard constraints on c, l as (4.11) states.
Instead, in practice soft constraints is applied on the 0 ≤ l side because the other
bounds that 0 ≤ c ≤ 1, l ≤ lmax are endogenously applied due to the form of CobbDouglas CRRA utility function u(c, l ). While for the soft constraints, a penalty term
is added to the (4.22)-(4.23):
h( x ) = −b · x − 1 + 0.2 × log(1 + e5×(b· x+1) )

(4.24)

as in Figure 4.3.
In the baseline model, households retired solve 1-D optimization problem with
respect to c, while households at working ages solve 2-D optimization problem
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Figure 4.3: Soft constraints h( x ) when b = 500
with respect to (c, l ) given portfolio choice d. Respectively, Secant method (1-D)
and Broyden method (2-D) are applied for solving the root-finding problem of Euler equations with respect to c and l. Detailed introductions and implementations
with GPU computing are attached in Appendix D.
As suggested by Allen III and Isaacson (2011), Secant method is a method of both
efficiency and accuracy and applicable to problems with no closed-form derivative
expressions solving f ( x ) = 0, as long as the two initial points are chosen appropriately, which in practice can be helped with a strategy that one can take Bisection as
first few iterations to find a smaller basket [ x0 , x1 ] such that the zero lies within the
basket and then switch back to Secant method, for Bisection method is guaranteed
to find the zero. Compared to the Newton method, Secant method also has advantage in computation that not only does it obviate evaluations of derivatives f 0 , but
also it demands only computation of new function at each iteration.
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Broyden method, as a generalization of secant method to k dimension solving
nonlinear systems f(x) = 0 of k equations with k unknowns, approximates the
Newton direction by using an approximation of the Jacobian (k × k ) matrix or
its inverse. The major advantage of Broyden’s method is that except for the approximation of initial Jacobian matrix, the cost of updating Jacobian matrix is
one vector for each iteration, which greatly reduces the computation cost of approximating Jacobian matrix compared to Newton-type method, especially when
there are no closed-form Jacobian expressions. The method perfectly fits our optimization problem where the approximation of derivatives are expensive causing
4 times more computation cost than function itself in our problem. But the Broyden method may not be applicable in every case, Kelley (2003) used to point out
some problems that Broyden method might encounter, e.g. there is no guarantee
of a success of line search without a good preconditioner and failure to converge
would happen if the initial guess is far way. And ill-conditioning problems could
happen in our cases where the Jacobian matrix approximate is too extreme that
leads into failure of convergence. We solved this through left multiplying the inverse of Jacobian matrix to the original problem and also limiting the update of
unknowns at each iteration. It should also be very careful to guess the initials,
that we took the optimal functions from age i + 1 problem as the initial guess for
age i problem thanks to the fact that households of consecutive ages make similar
choices.

4.5

Function Approximation and Data Smoothing

As addressed in 4.1.3, the grid-based method to approximate V i+1 (·) through interpolation methods are faced with two major problems: 1). the complexity of
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interpolation grows exponentially with the dimension of state space, 2). the memory access in random order can be slow and the access efficiency decreases with
the size of grid space. One solution is to approximate V i+1 (·) through projection
methods, which has been widely used in economic literature. Lots of literature has
introduced the implementation of projection methods, which could fit into most
frameworks. The domain of the projection can be based on either a global grid
space or an ergodic space from simulation, depending on different frameworks.
For example, Judd (1992) introduced projection methods to solve the operator
equations defined on a discrete state space and also made a thorough comparison with other related literature. Aruoba et al. (2006) also had a very important
numerical analysis of projection methods on grid space, including finite moment
methods and Chebyshev polynomial method, that approximate policy functions
with large amount of basis functions l (k, z) = ∑i,j θij Ψij (k, z) proportional to the
size of grid of (k, z). While Judd et al. (2011) and Maliar and Maliar (2015) were
two of the literature that fitted approximation on simulation observations to recursively reduce the projection error of policy functions according to Euler equation.
Here in our paper, we treat our problem as a dynamic programming problem by
solving optimization problems backward from terminal condition through estimation of value function V i+1 (·).
However, in order to preserve the shape of value function, especially with respect
to x, b dimension in the baseline model, our prior knowledge about the value function V i+1 (·) should be maintained for stability. A key concern is that as backward
optimization goes, the approximation errors should be prevented from being accumulated, otherwise the solution can become unstable. Especially with derivativebased optimizers such as Quasi-Newton methods, the loss of concavity will be
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amplified as the approximation errors accumulate backward. Hence, within each
backward iteration at age i, some measure should be taken to preserve the concavity.

4.5.1

Data Smoothing

For interpolation methods where the approximation V i+1 (·) of a Cartesian grid

space Ŝ KS are stored in memory. For convenience, let (s, V i+1 (s)) : s ∈ Ŝ KS denote such on-grid mapping. Due to approximation errors, this data set is not guaranteed to be concave as desired. Then data smoothing shall be applied onto the

data set (s, V i+1 (s)) : s ∈ Ŝ KS with respect to ( x, b) dimension by shifting the

data points so that (s, Ṽ i+1 (s)) : s ∈ Ŝ KS maintain the concavity, or equivalently

(s, −Ṽ i+1 (s)) : s ∈ Ŝ KS maintain the convexity. Siem et al. (2006) presented a
multivariate data-smoothing method that smooths non-convex data through solving an linear programming (LP) with techniques from linear robust optimization
proposed by Ben-Tal and Nemirovski (2002).
Given state variable (e, Z, K, r f ), along which we do not assume to be convex necessarily, we denote x := ( x, b), ỹ( x ) := −Ṽ i+1 ( x; ·), y( x ) := −V i+1 ( x; ·) particularly
in this subsection for simplicity and to avoid conflict of notations outside this part.
And {( xi , ỹi ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} with ỹi = ỹ( xi ) represents the convex dataset that we
aim to reveal after smoothing, while {( xi , yi ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} represents the original
dataset with numerical errors from the approximation. And xi ∀i = 1, · · · , n with
n = n x × nb denote the points from the Cartesian state space.
Here we state the problem with an optimization problem minimizing the upward
movements δ+ and the downward movements δ− subject to the constraints that
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the shifted data points ỹi are convex:
n

∑ δi+ + δi−

min

δ+ ,δ− ,ỹ

s.t.

(4.25)

i =1

ỹi = yi + δi+ − δi−
ỹi ≤

∑ λik ỹk

∀i = 1, · · · , n

(∀λik ∈ [0, 1]| xi =

k 6 =i

(4.26)

∑ λik xk , ∑ λik = 1), ∀i = 1, · · · , n

k 6 =i

(4.27)

k 6 =i

δ+ ∈ Rn+ , δ− ∈ Rn−

(4.28)

Here we choose to minimize the L1 -norm in (4.25) to maintain the problem as linear
programming and also to reduce the impact of outliers that’s frequently happening at the corners in our model. According to the definition of convex set, constraints (4.27) are supposed to be satisfied within the polytope {∀λik ∈ [0, 1]| xi =
∑k6=i λik xk , ∑k6=i λik = 1}. By Siem et al. (2006), this semi-infinite programming
constraint can be rewritten as a finite collection of linear constraints without the
polytope by following steps:
Firstly, the constraint (4.27) is satisfied if and only if the following minimization
problem
min ∑ λik ỹk − ỹi
λik k6=i

s.t.

xi =

∑ λik xk

k 6 =i

(4.29)

i

1=

∑ λik
k

λik ∈ [0, 1]

∀k 6= i

is non-negative. To reduce the semi-infinite programming constraints to finite linear constraints, we have to convert the ‘’for all” problem to ‘’existence” problem
through the duality of the optimization (4.29) so that the dual maximization prob58

lem
max x T
ui ,vi ,wi i
s.t.

· ui + vi + enT−1 wi − ỹi

xkT · ui + vi + wi,k ≤ ỹk
wi ∈

∀k 6= i

(4.30)

Rn≤−0 1

r i ∈ R2 , v i ∈ R
is non-negative, where en−1 is the (n-1)-dimensional all-ones vector. Equivalently,
(4.30) is non-negative if and only if the following linear constraints are satisfied:




xiT · ui + vi + enT−1 wi − ỹi ≥ 0







 x T · ui + vi + wi,k ≤ ỹk ∀k 6= i
k

(4.31)




wi ∈ Rn≤−0 1







ui ∈ R2 , vi ∈ R

Hence, we can conclude that the semi-infinite constraints (4.27) is equivalent to the
finite linear constraints (4.31). After replacement, the optimization problem (4.25)
can be rewritten as
n

min

δ+ ,δ− ,ỹ,u,w,v

s.t.

∑ δi+ + δi−

i =1

ỹi = yi + δi+ − δi−

∀i = 1, · · · , n

xiT · ui + vi + enT−1 wi − ỹi ≥ 0
xkT · ui + vi + wi,k ≤ ỹk
wi ∈ Rn≤−0 1

∀k 6= i, ∀i = 1, · · · , n

∀i = 1, · · · , n

u i ∈ R2 , v i ∈ R

∀i = 1, · · · , n

δ+ ∈ Rn+ , δ− ∈ Rn+
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∀i = 1, · · · , n
(4.32)

In total, there exist n2 + 4n variables, n equality constraints, and n2 + n inequality
constraints in (4.32). Note that it would be undesirable for n to be too large, i.e.
n ≥ 20, as the complexity of the LP increase polynomially. However, the size of a
full grid of ( x, b) can easily exceed the threshold. Hence, we have two solutions to
this problem:
1. Instead, we focus on the convexity with respect to cash-on-hand dimension
solely, which degenerate the problem to univariate data smoothing. Because
empirical evidence showed that the non-convexity errors mostly happened
along the cash-on-hand dimension.
2. Data smoothing only adapts to a partial grid. Firstly, a simple detection for
non-convexity was applied along each dimension. For example, suppose in
univariate case, dataset is detected to be non-convex around ( x10 , y10 ), then
a smaller grid {( xi , yi ) : i ∈ A} centered at ( x10 , y10 ) are smoothed via (4.32)
with a slightly modified objective function

∑ (1 + M1i∈B )

i ∈A

δi+ + δi−



where M is a large number and {( xi , yi ) : i ∈ B} denotes the boundary
of the grid. Therefore, the boundary data should not be changed much in
order to keep the continuity with the outer convex area. Eventually, the data
smoothing will be averaged if a data point get smoothed for multiple times.
Hereby, we use a systematic procedure, called simplex method, for solving linear
programming problems, following the introduction by Bradley et al. (1977). This
method is widely accepted as a computational tool due to its robustness to solve
any linear program. The linear programming problem (4.32) should be modified
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to be canonical form for simplex method. More details about the canonical form
and simplex method can be found in Appendix C. Note that for any (e, Z, K, r f ),
the dataset { xi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} is fixed, which means that LP (4.32) have almost
the same coefficients except for different {yi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. This property shows
the potential opportunity for parallel computing, which is consistent with a major
topic in this paper using GPU computing. For batched small-scaled LP (number
of variables and constraints less than 500), Gurung and Ray (2019) proposed to
solve batched linear programs on a GPU simultaneously if LPs are not too large.
For example, they suggested that for a 500-dimension LP (500 variables and 500
constraints) with batch size of 2000, a speed-up of 14 could be achieved compared
to sequential CPU methods. Meanwhile, for large-scale LPs, the implementation
of GPU computing can also outperform CPU computing as the LP methods always require large matrix multiplication and operation, at which GPU computing
does good work. For example, Lalami et al. (2011a) and Lalami et al. (2011b) introduced the implementation of the simplex method at a CPU-multi GPU setting.
So did Ploskas and Samaras (2015) contribute to introduce the implementation of
GPU for two versions of simplex methods. And in our case, for n-point smoothing
problem, the number of variables and constrains in canonical form of the corresponding LP are O(n2 ), while the O(n2 ) × O(n2 ) matrix in canonical form is very
sparse with O(n2 ) non-zero elements.

4.5.2

Function Approximation

For our dynamic programming problem to solve the optimization problems backward, an approximation for the value function V i+1 (·) based on observations that

( x, b, e, Z, K, r f ) 7→ V i+1 is required for methods other than the grid-based method.
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Chebyshev polynomials method has been a popular projection method among economic literature since proposed by Aruoba et al. (2006) by its easy implementation
and high accuracy. Here we do not document a full introduction to this prevailing
method but the implementation in our model. To implement this interpolationbased approximation, we have to redefine the collocation space S coal such that the
collocation points are the roots of n-th order Chebyshev polynomial along each dimension of size n. Therefore, parameters for this problem include θ ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f )
of size Nx × Nb × Ne × NZ × NK × Nr f with ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f ) ∈ S coal such that
V̂ i+1 (·) =

∑

( x,b,e,Z,K,r f

θ ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f )Ψ ·|( x, b, e, Z, K, r f )



(4.33)

)∈S coal

where Ψ ·|( x, b, e, Z, K, r f )



denotes the composed Chebyshev polynomials

at given ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f ) which is known.

And the unknown parameters

θ ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f ) are solved through an just-identified system:
V̂ i+1 ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f ) := V i+1 ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f )

∀( x, b, e, Z, K, r f ) ∈ S coal

(4.34)

Note that this function ‘’approximation” method is also subject to the same efficiency problem as grid-based problem that the efficiency is bounded by the memory access, and even worse that the approximation requires the access to θ (·) over
the whole gird space for every single optimization problem unlike the linear interpolation method based on finite element method. And like the grid-based method,
the Chebyshev polynomials method does not preserve the shape of value functions
and hence requires data smoothing illustrated in 4.5.1 as well.
Hereby, an approximation method with much less parameters than the number of
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observations is desired for our model. And it would be even more appealing if
the approximation method could help preserve the shape of value functions with
respect to the desired dimensions. A universal approximator, neural networks, is
becoming a very powerful model for approximation among more and more economic literature. As stated by Hornik et al. (1989) and Cybenko (1989), multiplelayer neural networks are a class of universal approximators that arbitrary functions can be arbitrarily well approximated by continuous feedforward neural networks with only one hidden layer and any continuous sigmoidal nonlinear functions, which is known as the universal approximation theorem. Fernández-Villaverde
et al. (2019) has summarized several advantages of neural networks in approximation in terms of universal approximation theorem backup, the convenient estimation through gradient descent methods for implementation purpose, the break
of the ‘’curse of dimensionality”, and the ability to extrapolate. In particular, the
break of the ‘’curse of dimensionality” makes it possible to approximate functions
with fewer parameters compared to alternatives such as Chebyshev polynomials.
And the universal approximation theorem supports the idea to approximate the
value function V i+1 (·) with neural networks. Though Fernández-Villaverde et al.
(2019) applied neural networks to approximate the K-S perceived law of motions
from which this paper takes the suggestion, it is also applicable to build a neural
network such that it approximates value function V i+1 (·) at each age by a composition of m layers of simple functions as:
V NN,i+1 (x) = f m ◦ f m−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f 1 (x)
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where x = ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f ) and f j (·) is defined as

f j (y) = σj (W j y + b j )

where σj represents an activation function that applies element-wise, W j and b j are
called weight matrix and bias vector respectively. For the convenience of notation,
we get rid of the superscript i + 1 due to similarity. Let θ denote the collection of
weight matrices and bias vectors that represents the neural networks:


θ = W j , bj

m
j =1

And let D denote the training data


D = (x j , V j )

N
j =1

To train the neural networks, a loss function is defined to be minimized over collections of parameters on the D as follows:
θ ∗ = argmin L(D ; θ ) = argmin
θ

θ

∑

kV − V NN (x; θ )k2

(x,V)∈D

Another key advantage of neural networks is due to the abundance of its architecture so that many desired properties of the approximated functions can be
achieved, one of which is that concavity of V i+1 (·) with respect to cash-on-hand
x. Hereby, a special architecture called partially input convex neural networks
(PICNN) proposed by Amos et al. (2017) is applied to ensure the concavity.
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4.6

Machine Learning for Perceived Law of Motions

The K-S perceived law of motions Γ are approximated from the time-series data
from simulation as illustrated in Box 4.2. Unlike the model in Krusell and Smith
(1998) in which the law of motions can be well approximated by linear models,
it requires a more general model in order to reduce the predictive errors by the
perceived law of motions. Hereby, machine learning models are in favor of enhancing the accuracy of perceived law of motions. For example, as mentioned in
4.5.2, Fernández-Villaverde et al. (2019) applied neural networks to approximate
the perceived law of motions and achieved a much better approximation performance than the typical OLS linear regression in terms of both R2 and root mean
squared error (RMSE).
Given the simulated aggregate state variables



Zt , Kt , r f ,t

T
,
t =1

the goal is to de-

crease the forecasting errors by replacing the standard linear regressions with
supervised machine learning models for ΓK (·), Γ L (·), Γr f (·). In this paper, two
universal approximators are considered: the neural networks and kernel regression, where ( Zt , Kt , r f ,t ) are the predictors to forecast the Kt+1 and Lt and

( Zt+1 , Zt , Kt , r f ,t ) are the predictors to forecast r f ,t+1 for optimization 4.4.
For most machine learning problems, data preprocessing is of crucial importance in
increasing the model performance as Kotsiantis et al. (2006) introduced. With regard to the state variables ( Zt , Kt , r f ,t ), Zt is nominally categorical for representing
the different states of TFP shocks and depreciation shocks, while Kt and r f ,t are
continuous variables. As for simulation data, there are no missing data required
to be handled. Therefore, the only preprocessing required here is to encode the
categorical variable Zt and to standardize the continuous variables (Kt , r f ,t ). The
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data standardization that rescales the data to have mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1 is necessary for machine learning models as it does not only make the
variables more internally comparable while maintaining the significance but also
reshape the variable space into a hypersphere so that the euclidean distance measure is meaningful, which is necessary for the distance-based kernel regressions.
Meanwhile, the standardization is also very crucial for neural networks as it prevents the value on neurons from being too large to be ‘’dead” at flat region of the
squashing activation functions, which is why the starndardization or normalization is even required within layers of neural networks for training purpose. As
the categorical variable Zt is nominal, which means that the value of Zt does not
represent the rank or order of variables. One-hot encoding is applied for Zt , so that
NZ indicator variables are created to indicate the states of shocks. And sometimes
for the purpose of avoiding multicollinearity, one of the NZ indicator variables will
be dismissed from the model. For example, Zt of 6 different states can be encoded
as
0 → (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
..
.

(4.35)

5 → (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)
A detailed introduction to machine learning models, including both neural networks and kernel regression, can be found in Bishop (2006) and Goodfellow et al.
(2016). Description of neural networks has been made in 4.5.2, therefore only kernel regression will be addressed here for developing some basic understanding.
Define a n-dimensional feature x ∈ Rn and feature mapping φ : Rn 7→ Rm , then
a kernel is a function k that corresponds to the dot product of x, x0 ∈ Rn such that
k (x, x0 ) = φ(x) T φ(x0 ) and for simplicity k (x) = k (x, x).
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A popular kernel used in various kernelized learning algorithms is called radial
basis function kernel such that
k γ (x, x0 ) = exp (−γkx − x0 k2 )
which measures the similarity between x and x0 as k γ (x, x0 ) ∈ (0, 1] and k γ (x, x) =
1. Then the kernel regression, or Nadaraya-Watson model is to fit the dataset (xi , yi )iN=1
locally with
N

f (x) =

k γ (x, xi )yi

∑ ∑N

i =1

i = j k γ ( x, x j )

Therefore, the localized kernel function gives more weight to the data points xi
that are close to x. And as for the simulation data ( Zt , Kt , r f ,t ), the kernel regression shall give high accuracy within the ergodic set of ( Zt , Kt , r f ,t ). And note that
the length of simulation is much smaller compared to the scale of the whole optimization problems, the run time for implementing the localized method is trivial
thus not a focus in this paper.
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5. Calibration
The baseline OLG economy is a remarkable characterization of the U.S. economy
in terms of households, firm production, and government. For households, the
model captures the heterogeneity of households in wealth, ability and also life
cycle. As the production is subject to aggregate shocks to both total factor productivity and depreciation, the business cycle problems are also covered in this paper.
And government also plays the same role as real U.S. government in taxation system, social security system, and government bond. With so many parameters for
households, firms, and government as well as exogenous processes to determine,
a thorough calibration to the U.S. economy is conducted for baseline model as
shown in Table 5.1.

5.1

Household Demographics and Preference

In our baseline model, I is set at 80, which means households enter the economy
at i = 1 as age 20 in real life and life until i = 80 (age 99 in real life) at max. Within
lifetime, households are faced with survival rate ξ i given age i, and the survival
rate ξ i is defined as the probability of survival within age i conditional on being
alive at the beginning of age i , so that in the model households at age i will receive
future value V i+1 with probability ξ i or 0 future value with probability 1 − ξ i . And
the survival rates from real life age 20 to real life age 99 are estimated from ‘’Period
life table, 2016” of male in Social Security Administration (2019) as an approximate
to the survival rates of households. Figure 5.1 shows the demographic distribution
for each cohort with measure of population normalized to 1. In baseline economy,
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Table 5.1: Parameter values in baseline model
Households
Maximum age
Retirement age
Survival rates
Share of consumption
Coefficient of relative risk aversion
Discount factor
Productivity growth rate
Median working ability profile
Auto-correlation of idiosyncratic shocks
Std. Dev. of transitory idiosyncratic shocks
Equity Market Participation Barrier
Productions
Share parameter of capital stock
Model unit conversion
Auto correlation parameter of TFP shocks
Average depreciation rate
Std. Dev. of transitory TFP shocks
Auto-correlation of depreciation shocks
Std. Dev. of transitory depreciation shocks
Correlation between aggregate shocks
Government
Income tax parameters

Income tax deduction
Capital gain tax parameters

OASI payroll tax parameters
Flat consumption tax rate
Social security benefit parameters

Average D/GDP in LOE
Share of domestic D/GDP
Coefficient between D/GDP change and TFP
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I
IR
ξi
α
γ
β
ν
ēi
ρe
σe
x part

80
46
Appendix E
0.36
3
0.9748
0.0197
Appendix E
0.95
0.2759
$35, 778 in 2019

αK
ρ1
δ̄
σ1
ρ2
σ2
ρ

0.384
$81, 705 in 2019
0.3
0.086
0.015
0.0
0.1
0.0

ϕt
ϕ1
ϕ2
ϕ3
ϑt
ϑ1
ϑ2
τP,t
ϑP,max
τ̄C,t
ψt
ν1
ν2
D/Y
χD
ϑD

0.30
0.898
0.526
0.23
0.2
0.856
0.365
0.12
2.25
0.052
0.27
0.191
1.155
0.4
69.1%
1.43

households of age IR = 46 (real life age 65) and above are retired with no labor
income, which accounts for 25.9% of the population.

Figure 5.1: Demographic distribution of Baseline Economy

As in utility function (3.1), it takes two parameters α and γ, which are the share of
consumption and coefficient of relative risk aversion respectively. Following the
literature Cooley et al. (1995) that suggested to calibrate the consumption to GDP
ratio in the model, in which α = 0.36 was set, the baseline model chooses α = 0.36
to be consistent with the suggestion by the literature. The coefficient of relative risk
aversion γ is set at 3.0, within a reasonable range of [1.0, 5.0] in the past literature.
As for the discount factor β, we take it with the exogenous process altogether in
order to calibrate the factor prices, especially the average risk-free rate r̄ f . So β is
set at 0.9748 for this purpose. See Appendix A for a general calibration process to
match the key moments. Equivalently, the discount factor after growth-adjustment
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(but before mortality-adjustment) is
β̂ = β(1 + ν)α(1−γ) ≈ 0.9612

And households with beginning-period cash-on-hand below the threshold x part
are barred from investing in equity market. This is to calibrate the equity market participation ratio at 51.9% estimated from 2019 Survey of Consumer Finances
(SCF) data. Hence, the model-implied threshold x part is set at $35, 778 in 2019 dollars through calibration.

5.2

Business Cycle and Production Technology

In our model, the exogenous process of total factor productivity (TFP) shocks is
modeled with AR(1) process or Markov process in discrete space to mimic the
business cycle in real economy, which has been taken in a wide range of literature of DSGE, e.g. Hasanhodzic and Kotlikoff (2013) used AR(1) process, Krueger
et al. (2016) took a two-state Markov process to calibrate the average duration of
the same state, either severe recession or normal economic times, which follows
geometric distribution5 , and Storesletten et al. (2007) used a Markov chain with


0.66 0.34
states {−0.02, 0.02} and transition matrix 
 such that the uncondi0.34 0.66
tional probabilities of good/bad TFP shocks are 0.5 and the expected duration of a
‘business cycle’ is 6 years. Here in our baseline model, we take ρ1 = 0.3 in AR(1)
process to match the average duration of 6-year ‘business cycle’ that we estimated
from the real GDP in U.S. economy in 1947-2019 as shown in Figure 5.2. The aver5 Suppose

the probability of staying at a state is p, then the expected duration of this state is

1
1− p .
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age of growth rate 1.97% is taken as the productivity growth rate adjustment ν in
baseline model. And the magnitude of standard deviation of transitory shock to
TFP in our baseline model takes σ1 = 0.015, which is within range of reasonable
estimate from past literature.

Figure 5.2: U.S. economy GDP per capita and its growth rate

Meanwhile, the baseline economy is also subject to shocks to depreciation. The
parameters are chosen to calibrate the bond and equity returns, which are taken
from CRSP database in 1970-2019. The annualized returns of 3-month Treasuries
is taken as a proxy for nominal risk-free rate, while the equity returns correspond
to the CRSP value-weighted index (including dividends), where annual returns
are calculated by the monthly returns cumulatively. And the nominal returns are
deflated with the Consumer Price Index (CPI). As suggested by Storesletten et al.
(2007) and Gomes et al. (2013), the equity returns from CRSP are supposed to be
unlevered in order to be consistent with the baseline model, in which representative firms are exposed to no leverage with 100% equity. In order to calculate
unlevered equity returns, we assume that the corporate bond return to be risk-free
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rate r f , so that according to Modigliani-Miller formula:
r e ≡ r levered = r unlevered +

where the debt-equity ratio

D
E

D unlevered
(r
− rf )
E

(5.1)

= 2/3 is borrowed from Graham (2000). In order

to calibrate the moments of bond and equity returns as reported in Table 5.2 that
r̄ f = 1.21%, σ(r f ) = 2.86%, r¯e = 5.17%, and σ(r e ) = 11.0%, we set δ̄ = 0.085
and σ2 = 0.1 and household’s time preference β = 0.963 altogether with a search
procedure in Appendix A. In baseline economy, we let shocks to depreciation be
i.i.d. and uncorrelated with shocks to TFP shocks, i.e. ρ2 = 0, ρ = 0. And we leave
the exploration of these free parameters in the following contents.
Table 5.2: Asset Pricing Moments from 1970-2019 CRSP
Riskfree rate
Equity return
U.S. data
U.S. data, unlevered

Mean
1.21%
1.21%

Std. Dev.
2.86%
2.86%

Mean
7.81%
5.17%

Std. Dev.
18.0%
11.0%

As for the share parameter of capital stock αK as in (3.3), it is set to 0.384 in order
to calibrate the historical average of share of labor income 0.616 in GDP during in
2013-2016 NIPA. As for the conversion between model unit and real dollars in U.S.
economy, it is calculated through the real GDP per capita that is $58, 113 chained
2012 dollars according to National Income & Product Accounts (NIPA) $64, 710
dollars in 2019 adjusted by Consumer Purchase Index (CPI) data with 229.586 in
2012 and 255.651 in 2019. The average GDP per capita in baseline model is calculated as Y = 0.792. Hence, one model unit is equivalent to $81, 705 in 2019 U.S.
economy. The model unit is necessary in calibrating the government policy functions associated with taxes and social security systems.
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5.3

Market Wage Process

For households at working age, i.e. i < IR , they are subject to idiosyncratic risks to
working ability et satisfying:

log ei+1 − log ēi+1 = ρe (log ei − log ēi ) + ee,i+1 ,

i.i.d.

ee,i+1 ∼ N (0, σe2 )

(5.2)

where ēi denotes the median working ability at age i. Apparently, the persistent
shock log(ei /ēi ) follows an AR(1) process.
Here the median working ability {ēi : i < IR }, autocorrelation parameter ρe , and
standard deviation, σe , of the transitory shock are supposed to be calibrated to U.S.
economy. From the Social Security Administration (2019), the median working
ability ēi is constructed with the median earnings of workers by age in 2017. As
suggested by Nishiyama and Smetters (2014), we chose the median labor of male
income as the calibration target, for some female workers choose not to work full
time, which may underestimate the working ability. From age 20 to age 64, the
working class in model economy, the median working ability by age is estimated
by polynomial regression (order=3) on age. Figure 5.3 shows the profile of working
ability in U.S. dollars estimated from the median earnings of male in 2017, which
will be converted to model age {1, 2, · · · , 45} and normalized to model unit.
As for the choice of ρe , there were previous literature choosing within the range
of [0.90, 0.98]. It is set to ρe = 0.95 with σe = 0.2759 in order to calibrate the
income GINI coefficient of 0.57 in 2019 Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF) as
shown in Figure 5.4. And we set the standard deviation, σe , of the transitory shock
to working ability, at 0.2759 and then the unconditional variance of log(ei /e¯i ) in
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Figure 5.3: The median working ability estimate and median labor income in 2017
model economy matches closely with that in 2019 SCF, where ei /e¯i is approximated
by wage income relative to its weighted average by age cohorts in SCF data, which
is estimated to be 0.905, while the unconditional variance in the model is calculated
as
σe2
0.27592
≈ 0.781
=
1 − ρ2e
1 − 0.952

(5.3)

Suppose the initial σ12 is equal to the 2019 variance of log(ei /e¯i ) at age 20, then the

Figure 5.4: Lorenz Curve for Household Income in 2019 Survey of Consumer Finances
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variance of log(ei /e¯i ) in baseline model can be calculated as
σi2+1 = ρ2e σi2 + σe2 ,

i = 1, 2, · · · , 44

(5.4)

which simulates the 2019 SCF data very well as shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5: The Variance of Log Labor Income by Age

5.4

Government Policy

Recall in 3.3, government takes three types of tax revenue, including progressive income tax function (3.11), payroll tax function with flat OASI tax rate (3.13)
and consumption tax with flat rate τ̄C . The parameters are assumed to be timeinvariant in baseline economy without policy change. As for the progressive income tax function, it estimates the marginal tax rate from 2019 U.S. income tax
brackets for head of households with the derivative
dτI (y)
= ϕt − ϕt (y− ϕ1 + ϕ2 )−1/ϕ1 −1 y− ϕ1 −1
dy
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As shown in Figure , the parameters ϕ1 , ϕ2 are chosen to fit the marginal tax rate
curve while ϕt = 0.35 to match the $204, 101 − $510, 300 bracket rate as households in baseline economy rarely earn more than this bracket with the lack of
entrepreneurs and thus 35% is the cap marginal tax rate for high-income households. As observed in baseline economy results, the highest income for household
is about 5 model units, or equivalently about $400, 000 in U.S. dollars. As Figure
5.6 shows, about 56% of households in 2019 SCF data are married, while 44% are
single. Our baseline model stick with this ratio in determining the mix of marginal

Figure 5.6: Marital Status for All from 2019 SCF data
brackets for single and married households as the target of calibration. Note that
we do not consider households with kids here. Below in Figure 5.7, marginal tax
rates for single, married, the mix according to the 2019 SCF married ratio, and the
curve fit6 are shown with parameters ϕ1 = 0.898, ϕ2 = 0.526. According to Internal Revenue Service (IRS) report, the standard reductions are $12, 200 and $24, 400
6 https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.optimize.curve
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fit.html

respectively for single and married households. Then according to the average
method proposed by Nishiyama and Smetters (2014), the average standard reduction for households in baseline economy is $19, 032, or equivalently ϕ3 = 0.23
model units.

Figure 5.7: Marginal Income Tax Rate in 2019 and Estimate with ϕ1 = 0.898, ϕ2 =
0.526

Similarly, for long-term capital gain tax functions, parameters in (3.12) are calibrated to approximate the 2019 U.S. long-term capital gain tax brackets, such that
0% rate on first $39, 375 for single households and $78, 750 for married households,
15% rate on $39, 376 − $434, 550 for single households and $78, 751 − $488, 850 for
married households, and 20% tax rate for the rest. Let ϑt = 0.2, then we can estimate ϑ1 = 0.856, ϑ2 = 0.365 with a mix of marginal long-term capital gain tax rate
as shown in Figure 5.8.
According to IRS7 , the OASI payroll tax rate is 6.2% each for both employee and
employer, with cap $132, 900 in 2019 U.S. social security system. Hence, approxi7 https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-prior/p15a--2019.pdf
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Figure 5.8: Marginal Capital Tax Rate in 2019 and Estimate with ϑ1 = 0.856, ϑ2 =
0.365
mately the flat tax rate for earnings below cap is 11.7%, which is set to τP,t = 12%
in baseline economy. As suggested by Nishiyama and Smetters (2014) we take the
average cap according to the marital status by assuming 2/3 of married couples
double their caps as two-earner family, which is calculated to be approximately
$182, 000, or equivalently ϑP,max = 2.25, and we also take the two thresholds in
social security benefit function as $15, 653 and $94, 402 by multiplying the ratio
of OASI cap in 2019 to cap in 2011 with the numbers from this literature. And
equivalently, ν1 = 0.191, ν2 = 1.155 respectively. Then we set the OASDI benefit
adjustment factor ψt at 0.27 such that social security benefit amounts to 5% of GDP
in average. As for consumption tax rate τ̄C,t , it is set to 5.2%

5.5

Government Bond Supply

In baseline economy, the bond market is supplied by government with an exogenous amount while on the demand side households purchase the bond at equilib-
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rium price r f so that the bond market is cleared at each period. Chen (2019) used
to analyze the government bond market in OLG model settings, in which the dynamic of debt-GDP ratio is believed to be inverse of TFP shock, i.e. counter-cyclical
with some empirical evidence and thus the empirical negative correlation between
debt-GDP ratio and risk-free rate is targeted. However, the average debt-GDP ratio was not a target of calibration and the level was around 0.22 in his baseline
results. Whereas Gomes and Michaelides (2008) reported a constant debt-GDP ratio of 38% and Gomes et al. (2013) set this ratio at 36%, which targeted the average
value of U.S. Treasury securities held by the U.S. public from 1960 to 2010, which
includes the federal debt held by individuals, corporations, state or local governments, Federal Reserve Banks, foreign governments, and other entities outside the
United States Government, reported by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), in
which there have been a significant amount of U.S. federal debt held by foreign
and international investors. As Figure 5.9 shows8 , the total public debt-GDP ratio
covaries with foreign-held debt-GDP ratio significantly since 1990 and appears to
be in two likely stationary phases during prior- and post- subprime crisis. For periods 1990-2008, the public debt-GDP ratio is stationary with an average of 39.9%
including an average foreign-held debt-GDP ratio of 12.0%, which takes up 30.9%
of the public debt in average. As for the most recent decade 2010-2019, the numbers
jump to 71.3%, 32.0%, and 45.0% respectively. And we assume the difference between public debt and foreign-held debt to be debt held by domestic households
by neglecting corporations and other institutions, which means that households
held 69.1% and 55.0% of the debt held by the public respectively during prior- and
post- subprime crisis periods. These numbers are roughly consistent with the re8 Source:

U.S. Office of Management and Budget and Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. https:
//fred.stlouisfed.org/
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Figure 5.9: Public vs Foreign-held vs Domestic-held Debt/GDP during 1970-2019
port by Congressional Budget Office (2020) that claimed that domestic investors
owned about three-fifths of outstanding debt held by the public in 2019.
In baseline model with closed economy, the domestic debt-GDP ratio is targeted
so that the bond issuance and interest payments to foreign investors are ignored
in the government’s budget constraint. While in large open economy, we take the
foreign-held debt into account in the model by assuming the debt allocation to the
domestic and the foreign follows in fixed proportion, e.g. for every $100 of public debt, $60 will be purchased by domestic investors and $40 will be purchased
by foreign investors. And the allocation ratio is estimated from the historical U.S.
data. As we consider the two phases, prior- and post- subprime crisis periods,
the public debt/GDP ratio is more stationary than the domestic debt-GDP ratio.
Hence, in baseline economy, the large open economy is considered with an exogenous process of Debt-GDP ratio supply. And the average of this exogenous process
calibrate the average U.S. public debt-GDP ratio during the prior-subprime crisis
periods, which is set at 40.0%. And the proportion of domestic-held debt-GDP is
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set to be constant as 69.1%. As for the post-subprime crisis periods, we revisit in
the following section as we study the transition path of policy change so that the
impact of raising debt supply is analyzed.
Now back to the discussion of the correlation between D/GDP and risk-free rate,
brought up by Chen (2019), we also replicate this feature in our baseline model and
we want to model the exogenous supply process subject to TFP shocks in order to
show the counter-cyclical behavior of debt-GDP ratio as observed in Figure 5.10.
The correlation between ∆ log( D/GDP) and ∆ log( GDP) or TFP during 1970-2019
is calculated to be −0.41. After doing OLS regression of ∆ log( D/GDP) on TFP,
we get
∆ log( D/GDP)t = −1.43 log(1 + zt ) + et
or equivalently,
Dt + 1
=
Yt



1
1 + zt

1.43

Dt
Yt−1

which corresponds to (3.17) with ϑD = 1.43. And the OLS estimate is shown as in
Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10: Percent Change of D/GDP and GDP during 1970-2019
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Figure 5.11: Percent Change of D/GDP vs. r f during 1970-2019
Figure 5.11 plots the empirical U.S. debt-to-GDP ratio percent change rate and
risk-free rate from 1970 to 2019. The empirical correlation between the change
of D/GDP ratio and risk-free rate is estimated to be −0.07 during periods 19702019. While as discussed above, the debt supply is observed to be counter-cyclical,
which is supposed to drive the risk-free rate up during bad shocks according to
the supply and demand curve. By observing the negative correlation between
the D/GDP and risk-free rate r f , it implies that the debt demand is also countercyclical, only in this way will the risk-free rate r f increase when debt supply goes
up. And this model is capable of replicating the negative correlation and shedding
some light on this phenomenon as will be shown in 6.5.
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6. Baseline Results
This section reports the baseline model results with the calibration, including the
unconditional and conditional moments of asset prices and macroeconomic variables, life-cycle behaviors of households by different cohorts, and wealth, as well
as government budget and bond market. And also the Krusell-Smith perceived
law of motions are evaluated.

6.1

Unconditional Moments

Table 6.1 reports the unconditional moments of asset prices and main macroeconomic variables indicated by the simulation for baseline model, compared with the
real U.S. economy data. For the asset prices including equity return r e and riskfree
return r f , the baseline model with calibrated parameters as in Table 5.1 matches
the real U.S. data as in Table 5.2 and generates a unlevered risk premium of 3.83%,
close to the real unlevered equity premium 3.96%. The ratios of aggregate variables are of interest in most related literature, here we report the capital to output
K/Y, consumption to output C/Y, and debt to output D/Y. As described in 5.5,
the average D/Y ratio is calibrated to the U.S. public debt/GDP ratio during 19902008 in large open economy setting. Following Castaneda et al. (2003), the empirical aggregate consumption is calculated by sum of non-durable consumption and
25% of durable consumption expenditure from 2003 to 2019. And the C/Y ratio
from baseline model is only 3% lower than the data. In the NIPA data, the capital
stock to GDP is estimated at 3.02 in 2010-2011, while our baseline model shows a
bit lower K/Y at 2.92. And the standard deviation of growth rates for both out-
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put and consumption are reported to be 5.86% and 4.03% respectively, a bit higher
than the estimate of NIPA data from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA)
for 1929-2019. As a comparison, Gomes et al. (2013) reported the corresponding
values at 3.80% and 3.09%. Despite the fact that the unconditional standard deviation of aggregate shocks to depreciation rate δt is similar, the standard deviation
of ∆ log(Y ) and ∆ log(C ) are still higher because that our depreciation shock in
baseline model is i.i.d. with no heterogeneous mean and volatility conditional on
aggregate state as Gomes et al. (2013) and Storesletten et al. (2007) did and hence
households are faced with more uncertainty at each period to offset the shocks.
Table 6.1: Unconditional asset price and macroeconomic variable moments
Results
Name
Moment Type
Model
Data
Riskfree return r f
Mean
1.24%
1.21%
Std.Dev.
2.53%
2.86%
e
Equity return r
Mean
5.04%
5.17%
Std.Dev.
11.3%
11.0%
Capital/Output K/Y
Mean
2.89
3.02
Cons./Output C/Y
Mean
0.539
0.595
Debt/Output D/Y
Mean
0.50
0.40
Output growth ∆ log(Y ) Std.Dev.
6.89%
4.28%
Cons. growth ∆ log(C )
Std.Dev.
4.15%
3.28%
SS Benefit/GDP
Mean
5.0%
5.0%
∆ log( D/Y ), r f
Corr.
−0.060
−0.070
e
r , wage w
Corr.
0.007
0.01
Participation Ratio
Mean
0.586
0.519
Income GINI
Mean
0.581
0.572

In baseline model, it’s capable of replicating the negative correlation between D/Y
ratio and r f , whereas Ricardian Equivalence states that it will not be effective to
stimulate an economy by increasing debt-financed government spending, which
means the Ricardian Equivalence fail in the baseline model. Another important
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property in the baseline model is that it shows the near-zero correlation between
equity returns and wage returns as observed in U.S. data, and such property is
rare to show in many new Keynesian models. Of course, we should attribute this
property mostly to the stochastic depreciation rate. The U.S. participation ratio in
stock markets is estimated from the 2019 SCF data, which is 51.9%. Gomes and
Michaelides (2008) used to model two types of households with different elasticity of intertemporal substitution (EIS) and risk aversion (RA) (high EIS/high RA
as type A vs low EIS/low RA as type B) in order to match the U.S. stock market participation ratio. And the model matched the ratio at 53.1% with almost all
(98.8%) type B households participated in stock market while only 7.4% type A
households purchased the stock. However, there’s only one type of households
with γ = 3.0 and CRRA utility in our baseline model that matches the participation ratio at 58.6%. And the only restriction from participating in stock market is
that households are not too poor with beginning-period cash-on-hand above x part .
And the baseline model also reports an average income GINI coefficient of 0.581,
closely matching the real 2019 SCF data as described in 5.3.

6.2

Conditional Moments of Asset Pricing

Here in this part, conditional moments of asset pricing on different aggregate
shocks are further studied in order to reveal the baseline model in more detail.
There are six types of aggregate shocks in the baseline model after discretizing the
exogenous aggregate shocks including both TFP and depreciation shocks, where
for notational convenience types 0-2 denote bad TFP shocks, types 3-5 denote good
TFP shocks, and meanwhile types 0, 3 denote good depreciation shocks with low
depreciation rate, types 1, 4 denote neutral depreciation shocks, and types 2, 5 de-
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note bad depreciation shocks. A significant difference in conditional moments is
observed in the baseline model. Table 6.2 reports the conditional asset pricing
mean by different aggregate shock types. The conditional mean of current-period
realized r e is greatly differentiated mostly due to the realization of different depreciation shocks. Given the same depreciation shock, the mean of equity return
is slightly lower at periods of bad TFP shocks, mainly for 1). higher K/L ratio
during bad TFP times because households precautiously consume less and substitute with lower labor, and 2). lower TFP. The current-period riskfree return r f
(return claimed at next period) and expected premium for next period also vary
greatly for different depreciation shocks. By definition, the expected premium for
next period is the spread between expected return on equity for next period and
current period riskfree return. At periods of good depreciation shock, e.g. type 0,
the aggregate capital for next period is relatively higher as the national wealth is
higher and also the depreciation shock is i.i.d. in baseline model, which takes the
expected equity return r e down. Hence, for example, the conditional mean of expected equity return for Type 0 shock is 4.66%, which is lower than 6.35% for Type
2 shock. This argument is consistent with the observation from baseline model as
shown in Table 6.3. And also the expected premium is lower at periods of good
depreciation shocks compared to bad-depreciation periods, because the demand
for debt increases as the nation gets richer with good depreciation shocks, which
drives the price for bond to increase and thus equivalently r f to decrease. Altogether, it leads to a significant time variation in the conditional means of expected
premium, which is around 4.5% at good depreciation times versus 3.0% at bad
depreciation times in comparison.
As shown in Tabel 6.3, the aggregate macroeconomic variables also show great
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Table 6.2: Asset price moments conditional on aggregate shocks
Conditional mean
Type of shock
Equity return r e
Riskfree return r f Expected premium
Type 0
24.8%
0.148%
4.51%
Type 1
5.09%
1.55%
3.70%
Type 2
−14.5%
3.30%
3.05%
Type 3
25.4%
0.179%
4.58%
Type 4
5.60%
1.75%
3.63%
Type 5
−14.1%
3.33%
3.05%

Table 6.3: Macroeconomic variables moments conditional on aggregate shocks
Conditional mean
Type of shock
K/L
K 0 /Y
Y
Type 0
5.48
3.11
0.695
Type 1
5.35
2.85
0.708
Type 2
5.09
2.47
0.724
Type 3
5.40
3.01
0.720
Type 4
5.25
2.76
0.731
Type 5
5.08
2.41
0.752
Note: Consistently here K denotes current-period capital, K 0 denotes next-period
capital, L denotes current-period labor, and Y denotes current-period output.
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variation in different type of depreciation shocks, while the variation in different
type of TFP shocks is much smaller in scale due to relatively small TFP shocks in
the baseline model. In regards to the variation for depreciation shocks, K/L ratio is
lower at bad-depreciation periods because households are of less wealth and thus
want to work more in order to compensate for the investment loss. In result, the
average of output is higher during bad-depreciation times.

6.3

Life-cycle Behavior

As age is an important feature in OLG model in which households experience the
accumulation of wealth during working ages and decline after retirement, the behaviors of households show unique patterns by age cohorts compared to other
DSGE models. It would be interesting to study the life-cycle profiles of households’ activities, such as consumption, investment, labor, and wealth, etc. As Figure 6.1a shows, the average of wealth of households in the baseline model represents a hump-shape as expected, mainly for two reasons 1). The median working
ability profile follows a hump-shape curve for working ages as estimated in 5.3;
2). Households have incentive to save for their retirement, during which labor income is not available. With the incentive to smooth consumption over lifetime, the
curve of consumption profile is much more flat, compared to the wealth profile.
And there’s a significant drop of consumption at age i = IR due to the substitution
effect of CRRA utility between consumption and leisure as the leisure immediately
increase to unit. So in this baseline economy, as the red line shows in the Figure
6.1a average households reinvest most of their wealth during their lifetime as long
as they are not below certain poverty line, otherwise they have to consume most of
the wealth due to high marginal utility. Especially during middle age after wealth
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has been accumulated for most households, the consumption to wealth ratio can
drop below 5%, which is very different than other DSGE models.
As for the average working hours of households, Figure 6.1b shows profile of the
working hour and the efficient one multiplied by working ability. The average
working hour decrease gradually with age, as low-wealth households tend to work
more and consume less and young-age households are concentrated at low-wealth
buckets. And the efficient working hour presents a hump shape by working age for
two reasons, firstly, the profile of median working ability by age is hump-shaped,
and secondly, households are initialized with lower working ability and they gradually develop to higher level of working ability through Markov chain process. By

(a) Life Profile of Household Activities

(b) Life Profile of Working Hours

(c) Life Profile of Investment Portfolios

(d) Participation Ratio by Age Cohorts

Figure 6.1: Economic Activities by Different Age Cohorts
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different age cohorts, households also have different investment strategies. Figure
6.1c shows that middle-age households are holding most of the government debt
as they are holding most of the wealth in the economy. Whereas the participation
ratio by age cohorts displays a hump shape feature as shown in Figure 6.1d.

6.4

Wealth Distribution and Inequality

In calibration section, the parameters of working ability process are set to calibrate
the income GINI coeeficient of 0.57 in 2019 SCF data. Here more insights about
wealth distribution implied by the baseline model is analyzed. After comparing
the empirical data and model results from Krueger et al. (2016) and Krusell and
Smith (1998) in Table 6.4, our baseline model does not capture the empirical concentration of concentration with the share of wealth of the bottom 40% (Q1 and
Q2) of close to zero (0.3%) as well as Krueger et al. (2016) did. But our model,
which includes features of idiosyncratic income risk, incomplete markets, a life cycle structure, and a social security system, performs much better in terms of the
replication of wealth concentration at the top 20% or even top 10% than this old
literature Krusell and Smith (1998) did. In the empirical data, the top 1% wealthy
households are holding over 30% of the aggregate wealth in the economy. Our
baseline model is incapable of showing this very top concentration due to the lack
of super rare working ability (called Michael Jordan shock in some literature) and
the lack of entrepreneurship. Compared with Krueger et al. (2016), our baseline
model does not incorporate preference heterogeneity, unemployment risks and
unemployment insurance for households that potentially contribute to increase
wealth inequality, which will be studied in the model extensions section.
Figure 6.2 represents the Lorenze curve for households income inequality, where
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Table 6.4: Net Wealth Distribution by Different Buckets
Models
Bucket
2019 SCF Data
Baseline
Krueger
KS
Q1
-0.5
3.3
0.3
6.9
Q2
0.8
9.5
1.2
11.7
Q3
3.4
22.8
4.7
16.0
Q4
9.0
21.5
16.0
22.3
Q5
87.4
63.2
77.8
43.0
90-95
11.5
16.0
17.9
10.5
95-99
27.7
19.1
26.0
11.8
Top 1%
37.3
6.6
14.2
5.0
Wealth GINI
0.85
0.62
0.77
0.35
Note: Buckets Q1-Q5 represent the quintiles of 0-20, 20-40, 40-60, 60-80, and 80100, respectively. Model results of Krueger and KS are based on benchmark model
from Krueger et al. (2016) and Krusell and Smith (1998).
income is composed of both investment income and labor income.

Figure 6.2: Income GINI coefficients for Baseline model
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6.5

The Counter-Cyclical Bond Market

As illustrated in 5.5, the U.S. bond supply exhibits some counter-cyclical pattern
in the past half century while the change in D/GDP is negatively correlated with
the risk-free rate r f shown in Table 6.1 that our baseline model closely match the
correlation between ∆log( D/GDP) and r f (-0.072) with real U.S. data (-0.070). Our
baseline model shows its capability in explaining this pricing pattern through the
demand and supply mechanism. Figure 6.3 shows the comparison of D/GDP
supply and demand curve from the simulation of baseline model when currentperiod capital is controlled within a small range and depreciate shock is fixed
at neutral. The Blue dots in Figure 6.3 represent the demand debt-to-GDP ratio
Dt (r f ,t )/Yt (r f ,t ) before bond market is cleared as illustrated in box 4.2 when TFP
shock is bad (State 1), while the orange dots represent the demand debt-to-GDP
ratio when TFP shock is good (State 4). The median for each bunch of dots are chosen to fit the demand curves for both State 1 and State 4. And the dash lines represent the inelastic government debt supply to GDP ratio. As the Figure 6.3 shows,
though the supply of debt goes up when the bad TFP shock hits, the demand of
debt by household also shifts upward and thereby the equilibrium risk-free rate r f
actually decreases, given the aggregate capital in the market. The debt demand increases for households as a measure of hedging for bad futures when households
can foresee the incoming bad TFP of higher probability and hence desire to invest
in a safer asset.
The Figure 6.4 justifies the increase of allocation on debt when a bad TFP shock
hits. And actually we can observe the intersections of blue and orange lines in both
figures when r f is very low. When this extreme case happened (though it is very
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Figure 6.3: Debt-to-GDP Supply and Demand Curve from Baseline Model

Figure 6.4: Debt to Investment Ratio from Baseline Model
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unlikely for equilibrium), households were to be more aggressive in investment
during bad TFP shocks as they would perceive that the bounce-back will be more
significant from bad TFP shocks.

6.6

The PLM by Machine Learning

The perceived law of motions ΓK , Γ L , and Γr f are used to foresee the next-period
state variables K 0 and r 0f , the asset prices including equity returns r e and wage
rate w according to the budget constraints (4.5)-(4.7) in order to solve the value
function maximization (4.4). Hereby, to show the comparison of traditional linear
regression and machine learning methods, we compare the performance of forecasting the state variables and asset prices through the law of motions. First of all,
the traditional Krusell-Smith linear regression performs very well in forecasting
the K 0 , equity return r e and wage rate w with R2 over 0.999. While it becomes a
little bit underperforming when the linear regression is used to forecast the nextperiod risk-free rate r 0f that the average R2 across different next-period aggregate
state Z 0 is reported to be 0.97. In the remaining part, the results on the comparison
of different models is based on the performance of forecasting r 0f .
Given the next-period aggregate shocks Z 0 , the future risk-free rate r 0f should be
approximated with state variables ( Z, K, r f ). With 50000-period simulation results, the average R2 associated with the traditional linear regression is 0.971 with
a RMSE across all the aggregate shocks of 0.0027. And the minimum R2 across the
Z 0 is reported to be 0.932 when Z 0 = 0. While the average R2 associated with the
kernel regression with radial basis function kernel is reported to be 0.990 with a
total RMSE of 0.0018. And the average R2 associated with a 2-hidden-layer (10, 5)
neural network with leaky ReLU activation functions is reported to be 0.989 with
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a RMSE of 0.0019. Both kernel regression and neural network have captured the
non-linearity that the traditional Krusell-Smith method can not capture, therefore
the machine learning methods help improve the R2 and reduce the RMSE to a more
trustable level.
As a further investigation, the distribution of the forecast errors by linear PLM,
compared with the forecast errors by kernel PLM and neural network PLM, is
shown in Figure 6.5, with the blue line representing the errors from the traditional
linear Krusell-Smith algorithm and the orange line representing the errors from the
kernel regression as well as the pink line representing the errors from the neural
network. The distributions of the errors by kernel regression and neural networks
are significantly more centered at zero than the traditional linear OLS with less fat
tails.

Figure 6.5: Distribution of forecasting error for PLM by linear regression, kernel
regression and neural networks
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7. Model Extension
7.1

Counter-Cyclical Unemployment in OLG

In our baseline model, every household is endowed with a unit of working time
and subject to idiosyncratic risk to working ability that is homogeneous to aggregate shocks in the economy. And there is no exogenous unemployment that bar
the households from working. However, in real U.S. economy, a counter-cyclical
unemployment is observed as shown in Figure 7.1. During 1950-2019, the correlation between GDP change and unemployment rate is −0.33 and the mean of
unemployment is 5.8%. Hereby, an exogenous counter-cyclical unemployment is
applied onto baseline model, such that each working household is faced with unemployment rate of 3.5% in response to good TFP shock and 7.0% in response to
bad TFP shock to maintain the average of unemployment rate at 5.5%.

Figure 7.1: U.S. GDP change and Unemployment Rate during 1950-2020
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Compared to the baseline model, this model extension adds a state of employment for working-age households. Recall that households are exposed to Markov
process of idiosyncratic shocks to working ability after discretization and that the
Markov process with 5 states follows a 5 × 5 transition matrix Γ5×5 , now households are subject to 5 extra states that represents the unemployment status with
the corresponding working ability states. For example, state 5 represents the unemployed households with working ability of state 0. And we assume that households during unemployment will freeze the change of working ability until they
resume to work. Hereby, suppose that the unemployment rate for next period is p,
then the corresponding transition matrix for the new 10-state Markov process as
follows:





Γ5×5 · (1 − p) I5×5 · p
Γ10×10 = 

I5×5 · (1 − p) I5×5 · p

(7.1)

And we conduct a simple re-calibration for the extensive model in order to match
the first two moments of risk-free rate r f and equity return r e , income GINI coefficients, and equity market participation ratio through the parameters discount
factor β, average depreciation rate δ̄, standard deviations of the TFP shock, depreciation shock and idiosyncratic shock, and equity market participation barrier as
described in A.1. Table 7.1 lists the re-calibrated parameters for the counter-cyclical
unemployment (CCU) model. The discount factor β increases from 0.9748 to 0.9817
for the CCU model in order to target the average risk-free rate r f , which implies
that the existence of unemployment could have driven the returns up. Meanwhile,
the standard deviation of idiosyncratic shock σe increases from 0.2759 to 0.2828 to
target the income GINI coefficient, which could have decreased with the old σe
in CCU as the unemployment is exogenously homogeneous among households
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of low/high working ability and thus the unemployment of high working ability
households lessens the income inequality. And it is worth noting that the calibration of participation barrier x part is conducted on a grid of cash-on-hand x in model
units and the minor difference in x part between baseline and CCU model is caused
by the change in the conversion rate between model units and real dollars.
Table 7.1: Counter-Cyclical Unemployment (CCU) Model Calibration
Models
Parameters
Baseline
CCU
Discount factor β
0.9748
0.9817
Std. Dev. of TFP shock σ1
0.015
0.015
Average depreciation rate δ̄
0.086
0.086
Std. Dev. of depreciation shock σ2
0.10
0.10
Std. Dev. of idiosyncractic shock σe
0.2759
0.2828
Equity market participation barrier x part
$35, 279
$35, 245
Table 7.2 reports the key unconditional asset pricing and macroeconomic variable
momoments for CCU model in comparison with the baseline model. While maintaining the pricing moments, the income GINI coefficients and the participation ratio within a tolerable range through calibration, we can study the impact of adding
CCU on other important moments. With unemployment, the standard deviation
of output growth increases by about 0.5% mainly due to the increased volatility of
aggregate labor supply. While the standard deviation of consumption growth remains at the same level for the precautionary savings and consumption smoothing
by households.
Now with the existence of unemployment, households are being more precautious in investment so that bond market becomes even more counter-cyclical than
the baseline model with the correlation between ∆ log( D/Y ) and r f being −0.072,
which is smaller than −0.060 in baseline model but much closer to the real data of

−0.070. As the Figure 7.2 shows, the demand curve for D/Y shifts more onward
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Table 7.2: Unconditional asset price and macroeconomic variable
CCU Model
Results
Name
Moment
Baseline
CCU
Riskfree return r f
Mean
1.24%
1.22%
Std.Dev.
2.53%
2.52%
e
Equity return r
Mean
5.03%
5.04%
Std.Dev.
11.3%
11.3%
Capital/Output K/Y
Mean
2.89
2.89
Cons./Output C/Y
Mean
0.539
0.540
Debt/Output D/Y
Mean
0.50
0.50
Output growth ∆ log(Y ) Std.Dev.
6.89%
7.41%
Cons. growth ∆ log(C )
Std.Dev.
4.15%
4.18%
∆ log( D/Y ), r f
Corr.
−0.060
−0.072
UNRATE,∆ log(Y )
Corr.
−0.48
Participation Ratio
Mean
0.586
0.622
Income GINI
Mean
0.581
0.576

moments for

Data
1.21%
2.86%
5.17%
11.0%
3.02
0.595
0.40
4.28%
3.28%
−0.070
−0.33
0.519
0.572

for CCU model than the baseline model shown in Figure 6.3. And the CCU model
replicates the negative correlation of −0.49 between the unemployment rate and
the GDP change, which is close to the correlation of −0.33 for real data. The reason
why the CCU model overestimates this correlation could be that the unemployment rate is perfectly correlated with TFP shocks, which could have overstated the
correlation than real data.
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Figure 7.2: Debt-to-GDP Supply and Demand Curve from CCU Model
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8. Policy Experiments
With the transition path algorithm as illustrated in Box 4.7, it becomes tractable
to conduct policy experiments for stochastic OLG models. The first policy experiment here is to increase the debt-GDP ratio up to 70% gradually within the
following 20 years and to study the transition path in 50 years.

8.1

Debt Policy Experiment

In this experiment, the debt policy is to increase the average debt-GDP ratio from
50% to 70% gradually in 20 years, with increase of 1% per year. Eventually, the
economy will reach a post-policy change stochastic steady state in which the average debt-GDP ratio becomes 70%. Assume that the economy will reach such
stochastic steady state in T = 50 years, therefore the transition path of 50 years includes the first 20 years of gradually increasing debt-GDP supply and the following 30 years of convergence to the new stochastic steady state. In total, N = 5000
independent transition paths are simulated from different prior policy change
steady state. And we mark the year when the policy starts to change with year
0. Then a comparison between the N paths of T years with policy change and the
N paths of T years without policy change is made to evaluate the impact of policy
change in the T years, in which path i ∀i ∈ 1, · · · , N with/without policy change
share the same realization of aggregate shocks.
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8.1.1

Transition Path

The figures 8.1a-8.1h plot the simulation paths of asset price and macroeconomic
variables. For each figure, the upper subplot shows the average of macroeconomic
variables or asset price in simulated transition paths, where the blue line represents the transition paths with policy change since year 0, while the orange line
stands for the simulated paths without policy change as the benchmark. And the
grey bandwidth represents the 95% confidence interval (CI) of the average in transition. The lower subplot represents the average percentage change of the variable
in transition with the 95% CI.
As the debt-GDP ratio increases gradually from 50% to 70%, the aggregate capital
decreases by about 3% over the twenty years due to the crowding-out effect and
then maintains the level from then on. The labor market responds to the debt
increase with a gradual decrease by about 0.6% in the following 20 years. As a
result, the GDP decreases by more than 1.5% gradually in the 20 years since year
0, while the decrease in consumption is less than 1%. As for the factor prices, the
wage rate w decreases by about 1% while the equity return r e increases by 0.2% in
response to the more significant drop of the capital due to the crowding-out effect.
And as the debt supply increases over the 20 years, the risk-free rate r f increases
by about 1.2% due to the decrease in equity premium that is mainly caused by
the supply change in the debt market relative to the capital market. The increase
in the debt supply involves with more households with lower equity premium
purchasing the debt in order to clear the bond market period by period.
Table 8.1 shows the key moments of prior- and post-policy models in stochastic steady states for comparison. The standard deviation of risk-free rate σ(r f )
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decreases by about 0.5% due to the lower price elasiticity of debt when debt in
equilibrium increases from 50% to 70%, which can be observed in Figure 6.3 that
the debt price, or equivalently the r f , becomes more inelastic to the debt change.
Therefore, the correlation between ∆ log( D/Y ) and r f also diminishes from −0.060
to −0.021. And the standard deviation of consumption growth also decreases from
3.97% to 3.82% as the aggregate wealth in economy becomes more allocated in
debt, which drives down the volatility of the aggregate portfolio. With boosted
government debt and risk-free rate in equilibrium while maintaining the tax structure and social security system, the government consumption to GDP ratio has
been reduced from 13.8%, which aligns with the real data in 2019, to 12.9%.

Table 8.1: Unconditional asset price and macroeconomic variable moments for
Prior- and Post-Policy Models
Results
Name
Moment
Prior-Policy Post-Policy Data
Riskfree return r f
Mean
1.24%
2.47%
1.21%
Std.Dev.
2.53%
2.03%
2.86%
e
Equity return r
Mean
5.03%
5.21%
5.17%
Std.Dev.
11.3%
11.2%
11.0%
Capital/Output K/Y
Mean
2.89
2.82
3.02
Cons./Output C/Y
Mean
0.539
0.544
0.595
Debt/Output D/Y
Mean
0.50
0.70
0.40
Output growth ∆ log(Y ) Std.Dev.
5.46%
5.47%
4.28%
Cons. growth ∆ log(C )
Std.Dev.
3.97%
3.82%
3.28%
∆ log( D/Y ), r f
Corr.
−0.060
−0.021
−0.070
Participation Ratio
Mean
0.586
0.584
0.519
Income GINI
Mean
0.581
0.580
0.572
Gov. Cons./Output
Mean
13.8%
12.9%
13.8%
Note: The government consumption to output ratio is estimated by the real
government consumption expenditure over real GDP in 2019 from FRED.
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(a) Transition Path of Capital K

(b) Transition Path of Labor L

(c) Transition Path of GDP Y

(d) Transition Path of Consumption C

(e) Transition Path of Wage w

(f) Transition Path of Equity Return r e

(g) Transition Path of Risk-free Rate r f

(h) Transition Path of Equity Premium ep

Figure 8.1: Transition Paths of Asset Prices and Macroeconomic Variables
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8.1.2

Equivalent Variation Analysis
tp

Once the perceived law of motions Γt during transition path converge, the value
tp

function Vt

also converges for any t ∈ [0, T ] in the transition path. With the

definition in 3.7.1, the equivalent variations evit (·) can be derived for any age cohort
i in year t during transition path. The following subplots 8.2a-8.2f exhibit average
equivalent variations of median historical earning b and different working ability e
for the age cohorts {0, 20, 40, 60} in year 0 and the future newborns in year 20 and
40 represented by age cohort −20 and −40. While the dashed plots on the right
panel are the corresponding fitted curves by polynomial OLS regression of degree
2 for display purpose. The average equivalent variations in year t are computed
across the aggregate states ( Z, K, r f ) j,t with j = 1, · · · , N in the simulated transition
paths such that
¯ it ( x, b, e) =
ev

1
N

N

∑ evit (x, b, e, Zj,t , K j,t , r f ,j,t )

j =1

In general, increasing the debt makes households better off with positive equivalent variations due to the wealth effect that the asset prices for both equity and
debt decline when the debt supply increases, despite that the whole economy is
shrinking as shown in 8.1c. As shown in 8.1d and 8.1b, though the aggregate consumption decreases with the decreasing GDP and therefore the C/Y increases, the
aggregate leisure of households actually increase with the lower wage rate in the
transition. As a result, each household is being better off with the debt supply
increase. However, the economy is shrinking with lower capital and labor. And
the government, which does not enter the measure of households’ welfare, is being worse off with decreased government consumption from 13.8% of the GDP to
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(a) EV of Low Working Ability

(b) Fitted EV of Low Working Ability

(c) EV of Median Working Ability

(d) Fitted EV of Median Working Ability

(e) EV of High Working Ability

(f) Fitted EV of High Working Ability

Figure 8.2: Equivalent Variations and the Fitted Values in Transition Path
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12.9%.
For low and median working ability households, the newborns in the most future
gain the highest equivalent variations, while for the households of higher working
ability, the households of age cohort 20 benefit mostly from the debt increasing
with the highest equivalent variations as they are exposed to less risk of having
below-average labor income to be accumulated during the following lifetime compared to the newborns and hence gain more from the increasing asset returns due
to the increasing debt supply.
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9. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a general stochastic overlapping generations
model with heterogeneous households of elastic labor supply and incomplete markets with representative firms and government debt in Chapter 3. Under the
scheme of Krusell-Smith algorithm, a large-scale computation in parallel has been
designed into GPU computing for both optimization and simulation in Chapter 4.
Evidences have shown the greatly boosted efficiency with GPU computing that it
takes only about 80 seconds for optimization problems of over 2 million on-grid
states through each age 1-80 (over 160 million in total) with 4 NVIDIA Tesla V100
GPUs. And the numerical methods for optimization problem implemented so far
in our paper include grid-search method and quasi-Newton methods such as secant method and Broyden’s method that have been addressed in section 4.4 and
Appendix D. And also a CPU-GPUs framework for simulation of OLG model has
been developed in order to reduce the communication and increase the computation efficiency. Furthermore, the application of machine learning methods, like
artificial neural networks and kernel regressions, has also proved its outstanding
performance in approximating the perceived law of motions, following the recommendations from previous literature.
As described in Chapter 6, the baseline OLG model has excelled in matching the
moments of asset prices and macroeconomic variables such as the consumption
to GDP ratio, standard deviation of the growth of consumption, the stock market
participation ratio, and income GINI coefficient, etc. Also, the OLG model presents
the life-cycle behavior of households who experience the accumulation of wealth
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during working ages and decline after retirement. The OLG model also succeeds
in showing some degree of wealth inequality of households, but it remains to be
a problem in replicating the wealth concentration of top 1% households in U.S.
economy with the lack of entrepreneurship or rarely high working ability. Meanwhile, it has been observed in the U.S. economy that he federal public bond market exhibits a counter-cyclical pattern that ∆( D/Y ) is negatively correlated (-0.07)
with real interest rate r f . The baseline model explains the negative correlation (0.06) through the supply and demand of micro bond market structure. And an
extended model with unemployment has been studied, which shows that the existence of unemployment actually amplifies the negative correlation.
In section 3.6, the definition of equilibrium stochastic transition path has firstly
been introduced that households should be rational about the dynamics of prices
in equilibrium transition path. Under the scheme of Krusell-Smith algorithm, we
have proposed a tractable transition path algorithm in section 4.3, in which we
reach the equilibrium transition path through ‘’guess and verify” of time-variant
perceived law of motions during the transition path. Then the stochastic transition
path is applied to conduct policy change experiments in Chapter 8 that studies the
transitional impact of the increasing public-held debt to GDP ratio D/Y, which
has been observed due to the U.S. Great Recession. The transition path helps explain the increasing real interest rate after the U.S. Great Recession due to the fiscal
policy change in debt supply.
To summarize, the OLG model is a very powerful macroeconomic model in fiscal
policy experiments and social welfare analysis, and this paper contributes to solving the stochastic OLG model with GPU computing in parallel, which has greatly
improved the computation efficiency and allowed for more tractable model ex-
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tensions. A modular code base has been provided to researchers of interest in
stochastic OLG models and served as an toolkit. And the contribution to stochastic transition path has made the OLG models even more appealing in policy analysis, based on which the transitional impact of fiscal policy change in debt supply
has been analyzed to explain the post-Great Recession periods. And it is believed
that the stochastic transition path will contribute to more policy experiments in the
further study.
Not only the potentials in more policy analyses have shown the OLG models in the
future study, e.g. the Pareto-optimal fiscal policy in terms of taxation and debt supply by the government and that we will further work on a more complete social
welfare analysis along the transition path, in order to study the optimal government policy, but also it is worth more further work on several different perspectives. Firstly, it is recommended to take a broader application of machine learning
methods for approximating the value function with focus on both the time cost
of training and the capacity to preserve the shape. Secondly, the simulation with
CPU-GPUs method has still required further study to flexibly minimize the communication between devices depending on different situations.
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Appendices
A

Calibration Process

Here we introduce an automated calibration method with free parameters X =

( x1 , x2 , · · · , xk )T in order to match the variable moments from empirical data y =
(y1 , y2 , · · · , yn )T with model-implied moments ŷ( X ) = (ŷ1 ( X ), ŷ2 ( X ), · · · , ŷn ( X )).
Within a pre-defined feasible region X ∈ X , the goal is to minimize kŷ( X ) − yk under some norm. Here we assume that our methods are always calibratable within

X so that we convert our problem to a root-finding problem ŷ( X ) − y = 0 with
k ≥ n. Two version of automated methods are introduced for different scenarios with cases, of which one is to calibrate with presumed one-to-one relation between X and ŷ( X ) by greedy search among grids, while the other is a more general
method with gradient-based update.

A.1

Calibrate With One-to-One Relation

As in baseline model, ρ1 , ρ2 in (3.9) are fixed at ρ1 = 0.3, ρ2 = 0 and ρ in (3.10) is set
at ρ = 0 according to some empirical observations and other literature. Therefore,
only σ1 , σ2 , and δ̄ in (3.9)-(3.10) are free within feasible ranges suggested by literature. And we presume this ‘’one-to-one relation” that σ1 is positively related with
the Std.Dev. of r f , σ2 is positively related with the Std.Dev. of r e , and δ̄ is negatively
related with the mean of r e . Moreover, β is calibrated to match the mean of r f by
assuming the negative relation, and σe in (3.2) is presumed to positively relate with
the income GINI coefficient. And lastly, the market participation threshold x PART
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requirement in cash-on-hand, negatively related with equity market participation
ratio, is calibrated as well.
In total, in this case there are free parameters X = (σ1 , σ2 , δ̄, β, σe , x PART ) are to


calibrate the targets y = σr f , σre , r̄ e , r̄ f , g, s , with the Std.Dev. of r f , the Std.Dev.
of r e , the mean of r e , the mean of r f , income GINI coefficient g, and equity market
participation ratio s, respectively.
For simplicity, we assume that k = n and parameter xi is related with variable yi
either positively or negatively. Here’s how the greedy search for the calibrated X
on the grid conducted:
Box A.1| One-to-one Calibration
1. Initialize X (0) ∈ X1 × · · · × Xn , the constructed discrete grid within
feasible region X .
2. With parameters X ( j) , compute ŷ( X ( j) ) from the model. Then store X ( j)
( j)

into a history cache H and for each xi move to left .
3. Update X ( j) to X ( j+1) : For each i, if ( xi , yi ) is of positive relation, then
( j)

move xi

( j)

to left if yi
( j)

( j)

versa. Stay at xi if yi

( j)

( j)

> yi or move xi to right if yi

< yi , and vice

( j)

= yi or xi already hit the boundary of Xi .

4. Stop if X ( j+1) ∈ H or j > N. Otherwise, repeat from Step 2.

A.2

Calibrate with Gradient-based Update

To calibrate with ‘’one-to-one relation” can be fast but problematic sometimes as
the assumption for ‘’one-to-one relation” is too strong. In many cases, a parameter
can have significant effect on multiple variables and vice versa. To calibrate for
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more general cases, we revisit the object of calibration ŷ( X ) − y = 0 as a rootfinding problem if a model is guaranteed to be calibratable for all variables y,
otherwise we should treat it as a minimization problem with objective function

kŷ( X ) − yk. But the process for both problems are similar in essence, which are
both gradient-based.
For example, as we want to calibrate the first two moments of the r f and r e with
the entire aggregate shock process with free parameters (ρ1 , ρ2 , ρ, σ1 , σ2 , δ̄) in (3.9)(3.10) along with β.
Now we assume that the model is calibratable, therefore we attempt to solve for
X ∈ X such that ŷ( X ) − y = 0. Broyden method is applied numerically for solving this root-finding problem with the advantage of rank-one update of Jacobian
matrix.
Box A.2| Gradient-Based Calibration with Root-finding
1. Initialize X (0) , X (1)

∈

X and compute corresponding ŷ(0)

=

ŷ( X (0) ), ŷ(1) = ŷ( X (1) ) with perceived K-S law of motions Γ(0) , Γ(1)
and initial demographic distribution µ(0) , µ(1) .
2. Compute initial Jacobian matrix J0 :




ŷ1 ( X (0) +e1 ·dx1 )−yˆ1

dx1







···

..
.

..

ŷn ( X (0) +e1 ·dx1 )−yˆn
dx1

···

.

ŷ1 ( X (0) +ek ·dxk )−yˆ1

dxk

..
.

ŷn ( X (0) +ek ·dxk )−yˆn
dxk







(A.1)

where ei denotes standard basis vector with 1 at i-th index.
Note that this requires the computation of k models ŷ( X (0) + e1 ·
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dx1 ), · · · , ŷ( X (0) + ek · dxk ).

a

3. Update Ji with

Ji = Ji−1 +

∆ŷ(i) − Ji−1 ∆X (i)
∆X (i),T
(
i
)
2
k∆X k

(A.2)

where ∆ŷ(i) = ŷ(i) − ŷ(i−1) and ∆X (i) = X (i) − X (i−1) .
4. Update X (i+1) = X (i) − Ji ŷi and then compute ŷ(i+1) = ŷ( X (i+1) ) with
Γ(i+1) and Γ(i+1) .
5. Stop if k∆ŷ(i+1) /y − 1k ≤ e, otherwise repeat from Step 2.
practice, we approximate ŷ( X (0) + ei · dxi ) with a single run of optimization and
simulation with Γ(0) and µ(0) as illustrated in 4.1.1 instead in order to save computation
cost.
a In

While if the model is not guaranteed to be calibratable, then minimization approach is applied such that
min L( X ) := (ŷ( X ) − y) T W (ŷ( X ) − y)

X ∈X

(A.3)

where the weight matrix W can be generalized. And this can be minimized
through gradient descent method
Box A.3| Gradient-Based Calibration with Minimization
1. Initialize X (0) ∈ X and compute corresponding ŷ(0) = ŷ( X (0) ) with
perceived K-S law of motions Γ(0) and initial demographic distribution
µ (0) .
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2. Compute Jacobian matrix Ji with (A.1) and use gradient descent
X (i+1) = X (i) − γn ∇ L( X ) = X (i) − γn (∇y L · Ji ) T
∂L
where ∇y L = ( ∂∂L
ŷ , · · · , ∂ŷn )
1

3. Compute

ŷ(i+1)

= ŷ( X (i+1) ) with Γ(i+1) and Γ(i+1) .

4. Stop if k∆ŷ(i+1) /yk ≤ e, otherwise repeat from Step 2.
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(A.4)

B

Euler Equations

Here we derive Euler equations for problem (4.4) in K-S algorithm:
V i ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f ) = max u(cmax · c, l ) + βEt V i+1 ( x 0 , b0 , e0 , Z 0 , K 0 , r 0f )
c,l,d

cmax = x + wel − τP (wel ) + trSS (b, i )
x 0 = ( x + 1{i≤ Irt } wel + trSS (b, i ) − c)(1 + dr f + (1 − d)r 0 )
1
b0 = 1{i≤ Irt } [(i − 1)b + wel ] + 1{i> Irt } b
i
where c ∈ [0, 1] represents the percentage of maximal consumption cmax as consumption in current period. And for simplicity of expression, we omit the minimal
consumption, income taxes, and consumption taxes here.
Define Lagrangian multiplier by

L =u(cmax · c, l ) + βEt {V i+1
h
i
+ λ1i ( x 0 − ( x + 1{i≤ Irt } wel + trSS (b, i ) − c)(1 + dr f + (1 − d)r 0 )



1
i
0
+ λ2 b − 1{i≤ Irt } [(i − 1)b + wel ] + 1{i> Irt } b }
i
Take first-order condition w.r.t c:
0 = uc (cmax · c, l ) · cmax + βEt [λ1i (1 + dr f + (1 − d)r 0 )]
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Take first-order condition w.r.t l:
dcmax
0 =uc (cmax · c, l ) ·
· c + ul (cmax · c, l )
dl
n
o
i
0
i
− βEt λ1 1{i≤ Irt } we(1 + dr f + (1 − d)r ) + λ2 1{i≤ Irt } we
Take first-order condition w.r.t d:

0 = βEt

n

λ1i

h

i

0

( x + 1{i≤ Irt } wel + trSS (b, i ) − c) (r f − r )

o

=⇒ 0 = βEt [λ1i (r f − r 0 )]
Note that due to the leverage condition, the above FOC w.r.t d does not necessarily hold. Instead, we put d in an outer loop such that d is given in the loop as
illustrated in 4.4.2 Take first-order condition w.r.t x 0 :
0 = Vxi+1 + λ1i
Take first-order condition w.r.t b0 :
0 = Vbi+1 + λ2i
And by envelope condition, we have
Vxi = − βEt [λ1i (1 + dr f + (1 − d)r 0 )]



i−1
i
i ∂
0
i
Vb = − βEt λ1 trSS (b, i )(1 + dr f + (1 − d)r ) + λ2 1{i≤ Irt }
+ 1{i> Irt }
∂b
i
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Rearrange the above equations, for working age households, we have
0 = uc (cmax · c, l ) · cmax − βEt [Vxi+1 (1 + dr f + (1 − d)r 0 )]

0 =uc (cmax · c, l ) ·

dcmax
· c + ul (cmax · c, l )
dl

+ βEt [Vxi+1 (1 + dr f + (1 − d)r 0 ) + Vbi+1 ]1{i≤ Irt } we
We used the above two equations as the nonlinear equations solving for optimal

(c, l ) given d.
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C
C.1

Linear Programming
Simplex Method

Definition C.1.1. A linear program with n variables is in canonical form if it is of the
following form
max
x

cT · x
(C.1)

Ax = b
x≥0

where A = { aij } is a m × n matrix, b is an m-dimensional non-negative vector, c is an
n-dimensional vector, and x is n-dimensional variable vector with m, n denote the number
of constraints and the number of variables respectively.
Every LP can be reduced to its canonical form through modifying the inequality
constraints, unconstrained free variables, and negative variables. Here in LP (4.32),
we arrange the first equality constraints as

−ỹi + δi+ − δi− = −yi

∀i = 1, · · · , n

for yi is non-positive as lifetime utility in baseline model. And then we convert the
second inequality constraints by adding surplus variables zi ≥ 0 such that
xiT · ui + vi + enT−1 wi − ỹi − zi = 0
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∀i = 1, · · · , n

And for the third inequality constraints, we add slack variables zi,k ≥ 0 such that
xkT · ui + vi + wi,k − ỹk + zi,k = 0

∀k 6= i, ∀i = 1, · · · , n

And we convert negative variables to its opposite value w̃:
w̃i := −wi ∈ Rn≥−0 1
As for the unconstrained variables ui ∈ R2 , vi ∈ R, we replace them with
ui = ui+ − ui− ,

vi = vi+ − vi− ,

ui+ , ui− ∈ R2≥0 ,

vi+ , vi− ∈ R≥0

∀i = 1, · · · , n

For convenience, we also add one extra constraint that ỹ ≤ 0 as it is a smoothed
lifetime utility value, which is supposed to be negative. And from here on, we
replace it with its opposite value such that

ỹi := −ỹi

Therefore,

there

are

∀i = 1, · · · , n

non-negative

variables

{δi+ , δi− }in=1 ,

{ỹi }in=1 ,

+ −
+
− n
{ui,0
ui,0 , ui,1
, ui,1
}i=1 , {w̃i,k : k 6= i }in=1 , {vi+ , vi− }in=1 , {zi }in=1 , and {zi,k : k 6= i }in=1 ,

with 2n2 + 8n variables in total.
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Hereby, the LP (4.32) can be converted to its canonical form as follows:
n

∑ δi+ + δi−

min

δ+ ,δ− ,ỹ,u+ ,u− ,w̃,v+ ,v− ,z i =1

s.t.

ỹi + δi+ − δi− = −yi

∀i = 1, · · · , n

xiT · (ui+ − ui− ) + vi+ − vi− − enT−1 w̃i + ỹi − zi = 0
xkT · (ui+ − ui− ) + vi+ − vi− − w̃i,k + ỹk + zi,k = 0
w̃i ∈ Rn≥−0 1

vi+ , vi− ∈ R≥0

∀k 6= i, ∀i = 1, · · · , n
(C.2)

∀i = 1, · · · , n

ui+ , ui− ∈ R2≥0 ,

∀i = 1, · · · , n

∀i = 1, · · · , n

δ+ ∈ Rn+ , δ− ∈ Rn+
ỹi ≥ 0, zi ≥ 0
zi,k ≥ 0

∀i = 1, · · · , n

∀k 6= i, ∀i = 1, · · · , n

with non-negative 2n2 + 8n variables and n2 + n equality constraints. As we concatnate the variables altogether, the coefficient vector c in accordance with the definition C.1.1 is a (2n2 + 8n)-dimensional vector with the first 2n elements as 1 and
the rest as 0. And the coefficient vector b is a (n2 + n)-dimensional vector with
the first n elements as (−y1 , −y2 , · · · , −yn ) and the rest as 0. Now as we consider
the matrix A of (n2 + n) × (2n2 + 8n), for the first n rows corresponding to the
first constraint, there are only three non-zero elements at each row, while for the
next n rows there exists n + 5 non-zero elements at each row. And lastly, for the
last n × (n − 1) rows, only 7 non-zero elements are present at each row. Therefore,
there are only 8n2 + n non-zero elements in matrix A, which means that A is very
sparse, which could potentially release the memory issue for storing the large-scale
matrix A.
Here we introduce a revised simplex method. Before formally introducing the
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method, we have to introduce the dual problem associated with the canonical form
in C.1.1 as follows:
min
w,s

s.t.

bT · w
AT w + s = c

(C.3)

s≥0
where w ∈ Rm and s ∈ Rn .
Then for any partition ( B, N ) of {1, · · · , n} where B stands for basic and N stands
for non basic, the LP (C.1) can be rewritten as follows:
min

x B ,x N

s.t.

c TB · x B + c TN · x N
AB xB + A N x N = b

(C.4)

xB , x N ≥ 0
where (A B , A N ) is a permutation of A according to the partition ( B, N ), and so is

(x TB , x TN )T a permutation of x. A basic solution is x B = (A B )−1 b and x N = 0. This
solution is feasible if and only if x ≥ 0. And we have to find a feasible basic solution
in order to initialize the algorithm. And the dual solution of (C.3) is s = c − A T w
and w = (A TB )−1 c B . And this corresponding dual solution is feasible if and only
if s ≥ 0. Note that s B = c B − A TB w = 0, thus s ≥ 0 if and only if s N ≥ 0. And
according to the duality, the solution is optimal if and only if both basic solution and
dual solution are feasible, which is if and only if s N ≥ 0 given x ≥ 0.
Now we represent the revised simplex method.
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Box C.1| Revised Simplex Method
1. Initialize with a feasible partition ( B, N ). Compute the inverse matrix
1
A−
B and then compute x B , and s N respectively.

2. If s N ≥ 0, then stop with optimal solution (x TB , x TN ) T for (C.4). Otherwise, choose an index l ∈ N for pivoting and compute the corresponding pivot column
1
hl = A−
B Al

3. If hl ≤ 0, then stop with assertion that (C.4) is unbounded. Otherwise,
find the index k such that

k = argmin
i∈ B

x B,i
: hi,l < 0
hi,l



4. Swap k and l and then update the partition ( B0 , N 0 ) and the correspond1
0
0
ing A−
B0 , x B , and s N . Then go to Step 2.
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D

Quasi-Newton Methods and Implementation

D.1

After-Retirement Optimization

D.1.1

Secant Method

To numerically solve f ( x ) = 0 where x ∈ R, we recursively compute

x n = x n −1 −

x n −1 − x n −2
f ( x n −1 )
f ( x n −1 ) − f ( x n −2 )

with initial x0 , x1 ∈ R
D.1.2

Secant Method for After-Retirement Optimization

For any ( x, b, e; Ω, i ) and given portfolio choice d, we have first-order condition
w.r.t c,

0 = uc (c · cmax , 0) + ξ i βEt


∂V i+1 ( x 0 , b, e0 ; Ω0 ) dx 0
= f (c)
∂x
dc

where the partial derivative is numerically approximated by
∂V i+1 ( x j , b, e0 ; Ω0 )
∂V i+1 ( x j+1 , b, e0 ; Ω0 ) − V i+1 ( x j−1 , b, e0 ; Ω0 )
≈
∂x
x j +1 − x j −1
with x j being on-grid points. And the derivative

dx 0
dc

is approximated by

dx 0
x 0 (c + ∆c) − x 0 (c)
=
dc
∆c
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where the cash on hand for retiree is updated as

cmax = ( x + trSS (b))/(1 + τc )
x 0 (c) = [cmax (1 + τc )(1 − c)](1 + d · r f + (1 − d) · R0 ) − τI (·)

D.1.3

GPU Computing in Parallel

1. Use backward induction starting from age I = 80 and compute tensor V I
using terminal condition.
2. For any age i,
• We first approximate the gradient tensor for x:
Vxi+1 ( x j , · · · ) =

V i +1 ( x j +1 , · · · ) − V i +1 ( x j −1 , · · · )
x j +1 − x j −1

• Then we compute optimal c∗ for any ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f , d) where d is the
given portfolio choice.
– We first initialize with kernel calls for computing f (c0 ), f (c1 )
– Then we recursively call update kernel to update cn by

c n = c n −1 −

c n −1 − c n −2
f ( c n −1 )
f ( c n −1 ) − f ( c n −2 )

(D.1)

• Then we use optimal c∗ to compute V ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f ; d) and corresponding optimal policies. At last, we reduce V (·; d) to V (·) by finding the
maximum V ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f ; d∗ ).
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3. Repeat the above Step 2 until i < IR , i.e. before retirement.

D.2

Before-Retirement Optimization

D.2.1

Broyden Method

Broyden method solves a system of k nonlinear equations:

f(x) = 0
x = ( x1 , · · · , x k )
f(x) = ( f 1 ( x1 , · · · , xk ), · · · , f k ( x1 , · · · , xk ))

We recursively update
1
xn+1 = xn − J−
n f(xn )

where Jn is the estimate Jacobian matrix.And we can use rank-one update to update the Jacobian matrix by

Jn = Jn−1 +

∆fn − Jn−1 ∆xn T
∆xn
k∆xn k2

Or we can update Jn −1 directly with Sherman-Morrison formula as proved in Sherman and Morrison (1950):
1
−1
J−
n = Jn−1 +

1
∆xn − J−
n−1 ∆fn

−1
∆xT
n Jn−1 ∆fn
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−1
∆xT
n Jn−1

Or alternatively, a so-called ”bad” Broyden method can be applied:
1
−1
J−
n = Jn−1 +

D.2.2

∆xn − Jn−1 ∆fn T
∆fn
k∆fn k2

Broyden Method for Before-Retirement Optimization

For any ( x, b, e; Ω, i ) and given portfolio choice d with interior solutions, we have
first-order condition w.r.t. c,

0 = uc (c · cmax , l ) · cmax + ξ i βEt


∂V i+1 ( x 0 , b0 , e0 ; Ω0 ) dx 0
= f 1 (c, l )
∂x 0
dc

and first-order condition w.r.t. l
 i +1 0

dcmax
∂V
dx
∂V i+1 db0
0 = uc (c · cmax , l )
· c + ul (c · cmax , l ) + ξ i βEt
+
dl
∂x dl
∂b0 dl

= f 2 (c, l )
Similarly, we approximate the derivatives by finite difference
∂V i+1 ( x j+1 , b0 , e0 ; Ω0 ) − V i+1 ( x j−1 , b0 , e0 ; Ω0 )
∂V i+1 ( x j , b0 , e0 ; Ω0 )
≈
∂x
x j +1 − x j −1
∂V i+1 ( x 0 , b j , e0 ; Ω0 )
∂V i+1 ( x 0 , b j+1 , , e0 ; Ω0 ) − V i+1 ( x 0 , b j−1 , , e0 ; Ω0 )
≈
∂x
b j +1 − b j −1
dx 0
x 0 (c + ∆c) − x 0 (c)
=
dc
∆c
0
0
dx
x (l + ∆l ) − x 0 (l )
=
dl
∆l
db0
b0 (l + ∆l ) − b0 (l )
=
dl
∆l
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where the cash on hand for non-retiree is updated as

cmax = ( x + wel − τP (wel ))/(1 + τc )
x 0 (c) = [cmax (1 + τc )(1 − c)](1 + d · r f + (1 − d) · R0 ) − τI (·)

and historical earning is updated as
1
b0 = 1{i≤ Irt } [(i − 1)b + min(wel, ξ max )] + 1{i> Irt } b
i

D.2.3

GPU Computing in Parallel

1. Use backward induction following from age I = IR and we have V IR already
with secant method for retirees.
2. For any age i, compute the optimal (c∗ , l ∗ , d∗ ) as follows:
• Approximate the gradient tensor for x and b:
Vxi+1 ( x j , · · · )
Vbi+1 (·, b j , · · · )

Vxi+1 ( x j+1 , · · · ) − Vxi+1 ( x j−1 , · · · )
=
x j +1 − x j −1

V i+1 (·, b j+1 , · · · ) − V i+1 (·, b j−1 , · · · )
=
b j +1 − b j −1

• Compute optimal (c∗ , l ∗ ) for any ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f , d) where d is the given
portfolio choice.
– Initialize with kernel calls for computing f(c0 , l0 ) and J0 , which is
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approximated by


f 1 (c0 +∆c,l0 )− f 1 (c0 ,l0 )
∆c


J0 = 

f 2 (c0 +∆c,l0 )− f 1 (c0 ,l0 )
∆c



f 1 (c0 ,l0 +∆l )− f 1 (c0 ,l0 )
∆l

f 2 (c0 ,l0 +∆l )− f 1 (c0 ,l0 )
∆l



1
and hence compute f(x1 ) = x0 − J−
0 f0

– Recursively call update kernel to update Jacobian matrix Jn and
xn+1 = (cn+1 , ln+1 ) by
1
−1
J−
n = Jn−1 +

1
∆xn − J−
n−1 ∆fn
∆fT
n
2
k∆fn k

1
xn+1 = xn − J−
n fn

(D.2)

(D.3)

• Use the optimal (c∗ , l ∗ ) to compute V ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f ; d) and corresponding optimal policies. At last, we reduce V (·; d) to V (·) by finding the
maximum V ( x, b, e, Z, K, r f ; d∗ ).
3. Repeat the above Step 2 until i = 0.
Note that the Broyden method works well for interior solutions with c ∈ (0, 1) and
l ∈ [0, 1). And the CRRA utility provides the internal restrictions on the boundary
c ∈ (0, 1) and l < 1. It causes errors when imposing the manual restriction on the
boundary l ≥ 0 because the Broyden method fails at the boundary solutions. The
numerical solution is to reduce the Broyden method to Secant method when the
boundary at l ≥ 0 is hit. Here is the implementation:
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1. During the recursive update of D.3, if ln in xn = (cn , ln ) firstly hits the lower
bound 0, then
• Fix ln at 0 such that xn = (cn , 0) T .
• Revise ∆xn = (∆cn , 0) T , ∆fn = (∆ f 1 (cn , 0), 0) T , and fn = ( f 1 (cn , 0), 0) T .

 

 j00 j01   j00 0
• Change Jn−−11 = 
 to 
.
j10 j11
0 0
• Update D.2 with the revised values.
2. Proceed the recursive update D.3 from iteration n on
Claim 1. With the implementation above, the Broyden method reduces to the Secant
method from the iteration when the solution hits the boundary.

Proof. With the revision at the step n, then by D.2






∆cn   j00 ∆ f 1 (cn , 0)


−


0
0
 j00 0
· ∆ f 1 ( c n , 0) 0
=
+
∆ f 1 ( c n , 0)2
0 0


∆cn
0

=  ∆ f1 (cn ,0) 
0
0


1
J−
n
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Therefore, with D.3,

x n +1



  
∆cn
0  f 1 ( c n , 0) 
cn  
=   −  ∆ f1 (cn ,0)  

0
0
0
0


∆cn
cn − ∆ f1 (cn ,0) · f 1 (cn , 0)
=

0

which is the recursive Secant method update as described in (D.1).
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E
E.1

Age Profiles
Survival Rate

The conditional mortality rates 1 − ξ i for i = 1, · · · , I is estimated from ‘’Period life
table, 2016” of male from age 20 to age 99 in Social Security Administration (2019)
as an approximate to the survival rates of households shown in matrix as below:


0.001173


0.001602


0.001794



0.002052



0.002420


0.003229



0.005007



0.007805
ξ = 1−

0.011533



0.015808



0.023122


0.035963



0.057712



0.096603


0.163689


0.261868



0.001331 0.001455 0.001531 0.001572


0.001635 0.001669 0.001708 0.001752


0.001835 0.001880 0.001930 0.001986



0.002125 0.002196 0.002264 0.002334



0.002530 0.002663 0.002823 0.003013


0.003479 0.003780 0.004140 0.004553



0.005493 0.006016 0.006575 0.007170



0.008477 0.009181 0.009916 0.010683


0.012434 0.013302 0.014109 0.014913



0.016868 0.018101 0.019544 0.021206



0.025265 0.027585 0.030070 0.032794


0.039588 0.043511 0.047720 0.052358



0.063886 0.070782 0.078442 0.086997



0.107390 0.119456 0.132853 0.147599


0.181104 0.199810 0.219765 0.240913


0.282225 0.301555 0.319421 0.335392
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(E.1)

E.2

Median Working Ability

The age profile of median working ability ēi before retirement for i = 1, · · · , 45 is



0.2376


0.6285



0.9067


1.0933



ē = 1.2060



1.2584


1.2610



1.2201


1.1389

0.3259 0.4090 0.4870 0.5601


0.6924 0.7520 0.8075 0.8590



0.9507 0.9912 1.0284 1.0624


1.1213 1.1464 1.1688 1.1886



1.2209 1.2335 1.2439 1.2522



1.2627 1.2650 1.2655 1.2641


1.2561 1.2496 1.2414 1.2316



1.2071 1.1924 1.1762 1.1583


1.1177 1.0950 1.0705 1.0444
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